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MEXICAN AMERICANS AND WESTERING ANGLOS:
A FEMININE PERSPECTIVE

SANDRA L. MYRES'

A NUMBER OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES have focused on the attitudes
of westering Anglo Americans toward the Mexican-American population of the Southwest. I With few exceptions, however, these
studies have dealt with the attitudes of Anglo-American men, and
none has addressed the subject of what Mexican Americans thought
about their new neighbors. Yet westering Anglo women and Mexican-American women had a good deal to say about each other. An
examination of these statements provides an interesting perspective
not only on racial preconceptions and stereotypes but also on changing attitudes and the development of cross-cultural relationships.
Westering Anglo Americans who began pouring into the lands
of the Louisiana Purchase in the early nineteenth century carried
a good deal of cultural as well as physical baggage, and they nurtured a number of preconceptions about the Spanish-Mexican population of the region shaped by centuries of racial and religious
prejudice that went back to the time of Elizabeth I of England and
Phillip II of Spain. Books critical of Catholic Spain and the Spanish
conquest ofAmerica by English interpreters such as Thomas Gage,
Richard Hakluyt, and William Robertson did much to color attitudes towards the.,North American Spanish-Mexican population
who were generally viewed as "devilish Papists" and "cruel bloodthiI:sty conquistadors" ruled by an "authoritarian, corrupt, and decadent government."2
Such attitudes were reinforced rather than weakened as Americans penetrated Louisiana and began to cast covetous eyes on the
Spanish-owned lands to the West. Anglo Americans avidly read
reports, books, and articles about lands beyond their new western
boundaries; and Spanish California and the Provincias Internas of
0028-6206/82/1000-0317 $1. 70/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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New Spain (including Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona) became
objects of Yankee interest and enterprise. Most Anglo-American
writers of the period believed that these vast areas of virgin land
and rich resources were obvious fields for future expansion. According to the reports, the people of the region were morally degenerate, their government was corrupt, and they lacked any skill
for mechanical operations. Only good government and Yankee enterprise could satisfactorily develop the rich potential of the area. 3
Even the movement for Mexican independence and the successful establishm,ent of the Mexican nation did little to change
Anglo attitudes. North American writers were quick to point out
that despite independence and a republican form of government,
"the true principles of liberty are but imperfectly understood; and
Christianity has acquired but a limited and imperfect influence."4
Indeed, early contacts between Anglos and Mexicans and growing
Anglo desire for additional western land. increased ethnic prejudice
and helped create an even more unfavorable stereotype of the
Mexican population. Newspapers, periodicals, and popular novels
such as Robert M. Bird's Calavar, or the Knight of the Conquest,
as well as school texts, geographies, and travel accounts besieged
their readers with anti-Mexican propaganda that fed the spirit of
Manifest Destiny and helped to popularize the Mexican War. 5
Although many books and articles have examined the development of Anglo attitudes toward and stereotypes of the Mexican
population of the Southwest, with only minor exceptions these
studies have discussed the attitudes of Anglo men. But women also
went west, and like men, they had a number of preconceptions
about the Mexicans and the possible future of the country. What
were women's attitudes? Did they differ significantly from those of
men? And were these attitudes changed or altered by contact with
the Mexican-American population? Conversely, ,what did MexicanAmerican women think of their new neighbors, and did their attitudes change upon closer association?
Like westering males, women had read the articles, reports, and
letters that painted a negative picture of the Mexican character.
Thus, it is hardly surprising that women tended to view their first
contacts with Mexicans with much the same mixture of fear and
curiosity with which they viewed their first Indians. As in the case
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of the Indians, most of the criticism was unjust and the stereotypes
unrealistic, but they were indicative of the strong nativist and racial
prejudices of the period. Indeed, it is surprising that in the face
of such seemingly overwhelming "evidence" of Mexican "ignorance
and perfidy" that Anglo women found anything good to say about
the Mexican people.
As might be expected, women who lived in Texas during the
revolutionary period were not particularly charitable in their remarks about the Mexicans. Indeed, two women who visited Texas
during the early years of Anglo settlement played an important
role in shaping the stereotype of the Mexican population. Mary
Austin Holley, who visited her cousin Stephen F. Austin in Texas
in 1831, wrote a widely read book about her experiences that
supported the prejudices of many Anglo Americans. In Texas, Observations, Historical, Geographical, and Descriptive . .. , first
published in 1832, Holley wrote that the Mexican population of
Texas was "generally speaking, timid and irresolute" and at the
same time "brutal" and "cowardly." Even the savage Comanches,
she informed her readers, were "more amicably disposed toward
Americans than towards Mexicans" and were "certainly braver."6
Another prominent woman writer of the period, Jane McManus
Storms Cazneau, was somewhat more favorably impressed. "Filial
love is a deep enduring trait in the Mexican character," she wrote,
"and throws its lights on some of its darker shades." But Cazneau,
too, reported that the Mexican government was corrupt and many
ofthe people, especially those in the clergy and "privileged classes,"
were "cowardly, cruel, and defiant of our laws."7 Holley and Cazneau clearly believed that the establishment of Anglo-American
government, law, and cultural institutions was essential to the future development of the country.
Holley and Cazneau were casual visitors to Texas, but women
settlers expressed similar opinions. Mary Helm, who was forced
to flee her home in Matagorda during the Texas Revolution, wrote
of Mexican "barbarism, butchery and cruelty." According to Helm,
Mexicans were weak, cowardly, and lazy, and "the very antithesis
of the Anglo Americans . . . the debris of several inferior and degraded races . . . demoralized by a long course of indolence and
political corruption.. : ."8 Austin colonist Mary Rabb similarly cas-

Susan Shelby Magoffin. Courtesy of Mrs. Vernon E. Cravat.
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tigated the Mexicans, contending that they were little better than
the Indians. 9
Of course, like many American colonists in Texas, Helm and
Rabb lived in segregated surroundings, and it is doubtful that they
had an opportunity to meet, much less get to know, a Mexican.
Women who lived in closer proximity to their Mexican neighbors
tended to take a more charitable view. For example, Alabama-born
Mary Maverick lived in San Antonio de Bexar and, unlike Helm
and Rabb, had a number of Mexican friends. It is clear from her
memoirs that Maverick admired many Mexican customs; she visisted in Mexican homes, learned some Spanish, and added Mexican
dishes to her culinary repertoire. Still, Maverick reflected many
of the common prejudices of the period. Although she described
the Mexican women she met as "nicely dressed" and "gracious of
manner," she clearly felt herself superior to them. And Mexican
soldiers, she reported, "burnt, and plundered and committed all
kinds of outrages."10
Outside Texas, contacts between Anglo women and the Mexican
population were conducted in a more peaceful atmosphere. Susan
Magoffin, who accompanied her husband on a trip over the Santa
Fe Trail in 1846, expressed a generally positive opinion of the
Mexican population. Magoffin learned Spanish, helped clerk in her
husband's store, and made many friends among the Mexicans whom
she found a generally charming and delightful people. It seemed
clear to Magoffin that many of the prevailing ideas about Mexicans
were wrong. "What a polite people these Mexicans are," she wrote
in her diary, "altho' they are looked upon as a half barbarous set
by the generality of people." Neither was the charge of cowardice
correct. "What a strange people this. They are not to be called
cowards; take them in a mass they are brave.... Take them one
by one and they will not flinch from danger." Even when her
brother-in-law was jailed in Mexico and the Magoffins were under
threat of attack from Mexican forces, Magoffin's assessment of the
Mexican people remained balanced:
My knowledge of these people has been extended very much in
one day. There are among them some of the greatest villains .
and some good people too. II

",.f
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Margaret Hecox, who arrived in California in October 1846, after
the outbreak of hostilities between the United States and Mexico,
was equally sympathetic. The Americans were greeted with tales
of Mexican hostility, she recalled, and were warned that "the natives
might attack us." Such was not the case, Hecox noted. Rather "the
Mexicans with whom we met treated us most kindly. . . . Never
will 1 forget the kindness of the Spanish people along the way.
Particularly the Spanish women, who came to us as we traveled
along ... bringing us offers of homemade cheese, milk and other
appetizing food." Later Hecox learned Spanish and seemed fond
of her Mexican neighbors, "whom 1 learned to love like sisters. "12
Comments like those of Magoffin and Hecox presaged a change
in Anglo attitudes towards Mexicans. The annexation of Texas, the
successful conclusion of the Mexican War, and the acquisition of
California and New Mexico made the Mexican population seem
more "American." As a modern commentator pointed out, "Alien
ways begin to appear more charming when they are no longer a
barrier or a threat. "13 By the post-Civil War period, much of the
jingoistic propaganda against Mexicans had disappeared. Popular
writers like Bret Harte, Robert Louis Stevenson, and Helen Hunt
Jackson sentimentalized the old Mexican ways and created a nevernever land of beautiful senoritas, gallant caballeros, and kindly
padres. The real Mexicans, deprived of their property and many
of their civil rights, were simply accepted as part of the country,
a people to be "improved" if possible and if not to be ignored or
suppressed, condemned to a second class citizenship. 14
This changing point of view was reflected in the writings of a
number of women who came in contact with Mexican Americans
in California and the Southwest during the 1850s and 60s. They
were impressed with many of the characteristics of Mexican life,
so different from what they had been led to expect. "A new sensation seized me when 1 saw, for the first time, a Mexican," wrote
a young New England schoolteacher who hoped to convert the
Mexicans to the Protestant religion. "I did not feel, as many others
have expressed, that the sight of a Mexican was enough to disgust
one with the whole nation. "15 Others, like Anna McKee of Illinois,
were surprised to find "this class of people are different from our
'Greasers.' 1 was surprised to see such elegant dresses-silks, satins
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and velvets and what beauties some of the girls were. The men
are handsome, too. "16 Many army wives, who had both the education and time to write about their impressions of the land and
the 'populace, were also favorably impressed. They were fascinated
by the old style Spanish architecture, local customs, and the "delightful society both Spanish and American. "17 They attended fiestas
and bailes, went sightseeing, and visited Mexican homes. Some
tried to learn the Spanish language, and a few adopted at least
some of the ways of the people. Several found Mexican food delicious and learned to make tortillas and other specialties. One
young wife, initially shocked by the "immodest" dress of the Mexican women, soon came to appreciate their adaptation of lifestyle
to the vagaries of climate and viewed her Mexican neighbors not
as dirty, half-dressed barbarians but as a "scrupulously clean and
modest" people. IS
Other women who took up residence in predominately Mexican
towns such as Tucson, Santa Fe, or in one of the smaller villages,
were similarly positive in their comments. They found the Mexicans
to be active and helpful friends or at least "harmless and inobtrusive" neighbors. They were fascinated by a culture and by customs
so different from,their own. A young New Mexico settler recalled
her Mexican neighbors with pleasure and warmth, a "people so
different in many ways from the Americans that I never tired of
studying them." Another Anglo woman wrote that even though her
father was engaged in a legal dispute over his land title, she was
welcomed as a friend by her Mexican neighbors, and "any trace of
ill-feeling toward me as a squatter's daughter was entirely dispelled. "19 Several of the army women also commented on the warmth
and hospitality of the Mexican people. One declared them an "amiable, smiling, innocent race of people." She was particularly impressed by
the feeling of sympathy in misfortune which pervades all classes of
Mexicans. So universal is this sentiment that the bitterest enemy,
in the hour of trouble, will receive care and attention. The well
known devotion of the Mexican women to the sick and wounded of
our army during the war finds no parallel in history. 20

Of course, some women retained their preconceived prejudices
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about the Mexican people and especially about their religion. Despite their deserved reputation for "sympathy in misfortune" and
their "mild and inoffensive" manner, Teresa Viele declared, "they
have enough Spanish blood left in their veins to be occasionally
raised to deeds of desperation and bloodshed." Moreover, she opined, the peones were "lazy," the priests were "a dissolute, carnal,
gambling jolly set of wine bibbers" and the better classes only a
pale reflection of their former Castilian grandeur. 21 One young girl
recalled her mother's loathing of the "wicked acts" committed by
the priests and people who would "flock to the Church for morning
Mass and in the afternoon ... would go to the Bull and bear fight."
Determined to protect her children "in this land of no school or
religious privileges with a motley web of human life," the shocked
mother "gathered her children with others and told us Bible stories
on the Sabbath. "22
Women who traveled along the southern routes to California had
only casual contact with the Mexican Americans they encountered
along the way, and often failed to understand Mexican customs and
criticized Mexican lifestyle. "They do not care as to houses, just so
they have shade," one overlander declared, while another noted
the failure of the Mexican farmers to fence their loose stock which
caused "a good deal of trouble."23 It was commonly accepted trail
lore that the Mexicans were thieves and must be regarded with
suspicion. One young woman reported her mother's concern about
a Mexicana who "insisted" on doing her washing in return for a
favor. "My mother had her doubts as to her motives and each week
sent me to the river with her to watch the clothes."24
Yet such adverse, even hostile, comments were tempered by
curiosity about, and interest in, the Mexican Americans; and many
westering women were surprised to find that some of their preconceptions were false. The young overlander who stated that the
Mexicans did not "care as to houses" was nonetheless intrigued by
the people, and after a visit to one of their homes noted that they
were "very nice looking people, white as anybody" and that "their
house looked so nice and clean inside."25 Similarly, another woman
commented that "most of those early day Mexicans were very clean.
. . . Their houses of mud ... were someway clean."26 Despite
their "idle ancestry," "viciousness," and "indolence" of which she
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had heard much, army wife Mrs. Orsemus Boyd was surprised to
discover that the Mexican people she met were "trully hospitable"
and made Anglos feel "welcome and yet exacted no reward for time
and attention bestowed. "27 Susan Wallace, wife of New Mexico
governor Lew Wallace, wrote at some length ofthe "empty, aimless,
and joyless" life of "these sitters in the sun," but she also complimented their "fighting" spirit as "the United States, France, and
Austria may testify" and their "'grand air' of Old Spain, descended
to all who have a dash of her blood. "28
A few women were openly sympathetic to the plight of the Mexicans following the American occupation. "This [is a] most unfortunate race," wrote one, "I say unfortunate because they have been
ill treated by our people. Possessing natural refinement of manners,
their diffidence we entitle ignorance. "29 Another woman, noting
"the different styles, in which the generality of the Americans talk
at the unfortunate Spaniards," went on to criticize the poor manners
of her countrymen while lauding the patience of the Hispanic population. 30 Few women were so perceptive, however, and most were
ambivalent in their attitudes towards Mexicans and treated them
with much the same derision and condescension reserved for Negro
slaves and poor white servants.
In addition to race and religion, color and social and economic
class were important factors in Anglo prejudice Oust as they were
among the Mexicans themselves). Anglo women usually made· a
clear distinction between the "Spanish," and usually lighter colored
ricos of the upper classes and the "black Mexicans" of the poor
peon families. Most confined close social contacts to the ricos, and
women who visited the great ranchos and fine homes of upperclass Mexican Americans in California, Texas, or New Mexico were
more inclined to find virtue and grace in the Mexican people than
those whose acquaintance with Mexicans was limited to mestizo
servants or who saw only the jacales of the poor. Describing the
Californios, one woman wrote that "soIY.e of them are oHull Spanish
blood, and are intelligent- and meritorious citizens [and] soon win
the high esteem of the English-speaking Americans." However, she
continued, "the lower orders of Mexicans are exceeding illiterate
[and] in a religious sense elevated not far above its Indian ancestors. "31 Sometimes even contacts with the "better class" of Mexican
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Americans were clouded by remaining prejudice and misconceptions. During a visit to a rico home near the Texas-Mexico border,
an army wife criticized the dinner as "extraordinary viands of semibarbaric food" while the dress and manners of her hostess' family
reminded her of their unused carriage, "a relic of the departed
glories of their line. "32
Anglo women, then, had a number of pre-established ideas about
Mexican Americans and many misconceptions about their culture
and character. These preconceptions were not noticeably different
from those of Anglo men, which is not surprising since men and
women read the same types of material (newspapers, periodicals,
school texts, popular geographies, travel accounts, and guidebooks), most of which were written by men. Nor is it surprising,
given the time and circumstances in which Anglos first encountered
the population of the old Spanish Southwest in substantial numbers, that most Anglo men and women had racial and religious
biases against the Mexican Americans. However, their prejudice
and suspicion were mixed with curiosity about and interest in Mexican customs. Although Anglo women who had only casual contacts
with the Mexican Americans rarely changed their opinions, those
who lived in predominantly Hispanic communities or who had
opportunities to meet Mexican Americans socially usually modified
their ideas and came to admire some traits and to understand, even
if they did not approve, others. In this regard, women appear to
have been somewhat more flexible than men. 33
Just as Anglo women held positive and negative opinions about
Mexican Americans, Mexican American women were ambivalent
about the Anglo newcomers. Unfortunately, few Mexican American
frontier dwellers could read or write, and few women recorded
their reactions to the influx of Anglo settlers. Nor were there extensive oral history projects of the type so helpful in studying the
American Indian past. Nineteenth-century anthropologists and ethnologists were interested in Indians, not Mexicans, and they made
few attempts to interview the people whose families had lived in
the Southwest for more than two hundred years. 34 The few Mexican
American women who did leave records of their views of the Anglos, however, were. both suspicious of, and curious about, the
newcomers. They also expressed a good deal of fear and hostility.
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"It is necessary, for the truth of the account," wrote Guadalupe
Vallejo, "to mention the evil behavior of many Americans before,
as well as after, the conquest. "35 Many feared that the Americans
meant harm to them or their families. When the Mexican troops
left Tucson in 1853, Dona Atanacia Santa Cruz related, many of
the Mexican families went with them because "it was rumored that
as they advanced the American troops were seizing all that had
formerly belonged to Mexico, abusing and even killing families. "36
Mexicans especially feared los diablos Tejanos. "Living in ranches
meant constant fear," wrote Arizonian Dona Jesus Moreno de Soza;
"there was a saloon near by where the Texans occasionally visited.
My husband had a narrow escape once.... "37 And a New Mexico
woman recalled in detail "the climax of the feud between the Hispanos and the Texans" on the Llano Estacado in which the Hispanos
were "pushed further on, or completely out, as the homesteaders
began to take up land. "38
Most Mexican Americans believed that the Anglos were underhanded and untrustworthy. A young California girl related how
frightened she and her mother were when a Yankee ship captain
asked her father to board his vessel. "Mother was much afraid to
let him go," she recalled, "as we all thought the Americans were
not to be trusted. . .. We feared they would carry my father off
and keep him a prisoner. "39 Several other California women recorded their suspicions of American behavior that they thought
"unreliable" and that "did not inspire confidence." Some were thieves
and murderers, they noted. "Our cattle were stolen by thousands,"
Vallejo wrote; "men who are now prosperous farmers and merchants were guilty of shooting and selling Spanish beef 'without
looking at the brand,' as the phrase went. "40
Mexican-American women also feared Anglos might use legal
devices and unfair business practices to defraud the Mexicans of
their property. Carrie Lodge related that her mother, Martina Castro Lodge, was "totally unprepared for the problems that came
with American rule. Not only was the language foreign to her, but
also the concept of property taxes, mortages and land title regulations." Partly because of this, Lodge continued, her mother lost
most of her property and "her mind broke. "41 Many Mexican families had similar experiences. Dona Merced Williams de Rains,
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whose husband was murdered and whose property was systematically looted by her Yankee brother-in-law, was clear in her assessment of most of the Americans she knew. "It is imposibel [sic]
for me," she wrote a trusted American friend, "to be amongest so
many theapes and murders. I wish and hope to settel my business.
I wish to deir everybody out of this place. "42
Even Americans who were not "thieves and murderers" were
less than acceptable to many of the women. Mexican-American
women were as appalled as the Anglo women by the "disgusting"
customs, manners, and morals of the other group. Ysidora Bandini
Couts, who married an American, was so upset by the bad manners
displayed by Gen. Ulysses S. Grant that she "politely but firmly
asked the· 'Hero of Appomattox' to leave her home. "43 Another
woman, also married to an American, was convinced her husband's
actions had caused her daughter's death. "Study has killed my
daughter," she wrote; "my husband kept her too long indoors, to
read in English and French and do silly sums.... It is because
of Don Perfecto and his learning that she died. "44 The Americans
had no regard for the environment, recalled another California
woman who pointed to the destruction of a sycamore grove by an
American "squatter." "The Spanish people begged him to leave
them, for the shade and beauty," she remembered, "but he did
not care for that."45 Even the human environment seemed threatened by strange American customs. "Until the arrival of the Americans," Dorotea Valdez told an interviewer
our population increased very rapidly. . . but since the Americans
have taken possession of this country, sterility has become very
common, because the American women are too fond of visiting
doctors and swallowing medicines. Este es un delito que Dios no
perdona. 46

We know less about the specific sources of Mexican-American
women's prejudices, but their statements reveal that they shared
many of the prejudices about other cultures that were common to
westering Anglo women. Although Anglo and Mexican traditions
suggested that women were to remain safely in the domestic sphere,
protected from the outside world and contact with "alien" peoples,
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such isolation was impossible on nineteenth-century southwestern
frontiers. Women and men from both groups met, tested their
preconceptions of the other, and often modified, even occasionally
discarded, many of their preconceived prejudices.
Despite the mutual hostility, suspicion, and frequent misunderstandings between Mexican Americans and Anglos, a good deal of
intercultural mixing occurred. Mexican-American women tended
to consider Anglos socially and culturally inferior-a feeling shared
by Anglos in regard to Hispanic culture-but there was nonetheless
a good deal of visiting back and forth, at least among upper-class
families, and attendance at the same social functions. Women from
both groups exchanged recipes and dress patterns, discussed problems with children and servants, and sometimes became close friends.
Anglo women were often attracted by the "exquisite manners" and
"graceful ways" of Mexican men and enjoyed the fiestas, bailes,
and other entertainments that brought them together. 47 Anglo men
found Mexican-American women attractive physically and socially,
and Mexican-American women were likewise attracted to Anglo
men. As one woman wrote, "the conquest of California did not
bother the Californians, least of all the women," and she and many
of her friends married American men. 48
Indeed, intercultural marriages were fairly common occurrences. Although, as some historians have suggested, the Americans' motives were at least partially self-serving, other factors were
involved. Anglo men valued Mexican-American women as helpmates and as mothers as well as links to powerful Hispanic families
or as a means to gain control of land. Although many of these
marriages were contracted between American men and upper-class
Mexican women, intercultural marriages existed at all levels of
society. Marriages between Anglo women and Mexican-American
men were less common, but they did occur from time to time,
primarily among women and men from "elite" families. Studies of
such marriages suggest that they played a significant role in the
process of assimilation between the two ethnic groups. 49
The ethnocentrism and prejudice that prevailed in nineteenthcentury America colored and confused relationships between Mexican and Anglo Americans. Examples of the complex patterns of
racial prejudice and stereotyping were prevalent in the Southwest,
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and neither ethnic group, nor sex, was exempt. The statements of
Mexican and Anglo women clearly reflect the misconceptions and
stereotypes common to the time, but they also reveal a good deal
of intercultural exchange and increased understanding, if not complete acceptance.
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NEWS NOTES
The New Mexico Historical Society will hold its 1983 meeting 12-15
May 1983 at the Sheraton Old Town in Albuquerque. Session topics
already selected include: Railroads, Historic Preservation, Ranching, Women
of New Mexico, Native Americans, Military History, Spanish Exploration,
Historical Archaeology, Homesteading, Mining, the Colfax and Lincoln
County Wars, and Town History. (The program committee will welcome
suggestions for additional topics.) Those interested in participating may
submit a one-page abstract of a paper or a description of a presentation
to Spencer Wilson, Humanities Department, New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, Socorro, N. Mex. 87801, by 1 November 1982.
The Archaeological Society of New Mexico invites new members. Memberships are available in the following categories: individual ($10), family
($15), student ($7), institutional ($10), and life ($100). Members will receive the society's newsletter and its annual publication, "Papers of the
Archaeological Society of New Mexico." For further information write to
the Archaeological Society of New Mexico, P. O. Box 3485, Albuquerque,
87110.
Readers interested in researching their family history may wish to join
the Genealogy Club of the Albuquerque Public Library. Meetings are
held the second Wednesday of each month at 10 a.m. at the Old Main
Library, 423 Central N. E. (Edith and Central), Albuquerque, 87102.
Annual dues are $4.00 for a single member or $6.00 for a family.
A symposium on John Collier and the Indian New Deal has been scheduled for the annual meeting of the Organization of American Historians
to be held in Cincinnati, 6-9 April 1983. Speakers will include John
Collier, Jr., Lawrence Hauptman, Donald Parman, Kenneth Philp, and
Graham Taylor. For further information contact Lawrence Kelly, Department of History, North Texas State University, Denton, Tex., 76201.
The Menaul Historical Library of the Southwest has recently published
Sowers Went Forth: The Story of Presbyterian Missions in New Mexico
and Southern Colorado by Ruth K. Barber and Edith J. Agnew. It is
available for $10.00 (plus $1.00 for postage and handling) from the Menaul
Historical Library, 301 Menaul Blvd. N.E., Albuquerque, 87107.

CROSS-CULTURAL MARRIAGES IN THE SOUTHWEST:
THE NEW MEXICO EXPERIENCE, 1846-1900
DARLIS A. MILLER

75,000 SPANISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE were living in
the Southwest at the time of the American conquest in 1846. AIthough,sharing a common language, religion, and Iberian heritage,
they were not culturally homogeneous but were separated into
several population centers, each with its distinct culture. Different
dates for migration and settlement as well as geographic isolation,
environmental conditions, and Indian populations contributed to
the diversity among Hispanic societies in Texas, California, Arizona,
and New Mexico. I
Similarly, each center of population developed its pattern of
assimilation of Anglo-American culture: The adjustment made by
Nuevo Mexicanos, for instance, was different from that made by
Californios. But in each area, cross-cultural marriages between
Hispanic women and Anglo men contributed to the assimilation
process. Recent sociological studies have emphasized the important
role that intermarriage plays in assimilation. It is used as an index
of social distance and has been called the "crucial test of acceptance
of one group by another."2 In all sections of the Southwest, continuous and intimate contact between Hispanic and Anglo spouses
helped to bridge cultural differences and eventually led to partial
assimilation of some wives and their offspring into Anglo society.
Despite claims of one writer, who attributes cross-cultural marriages to Anglo-American land hunger,3 Hispanic women were valued by Anglo men for many reasons: as helpmates, links to powerful
Hispanic families, and as mothers, companions, and lovers. Still,
women who married Anglo men typically were forced to adjust to
changing environments, primarily because exogomous marriages
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disrupted primary group relationships and thus undermined the
cohesiveness of Hispanic society.
Although cross-cultural marriages occurred throughout the
Southwest, scant information is available concerning their frequency, quality, or socioeconomic impact. 4 Jane Dysart, in her
study of Hispanic women in San Antonio, gives the most complete
in-depth analysis of mixed marriages in Texas. She found that interethnic marriages between high-status Hispanic women and Anglo men were relatively frequent in San Antonio, where at least
one daughter in almost every mid-nineteenth-century upper-class
Hispanic family married an Anglo. This unleashed a process of
assimilation that resulted in the Americanization of Anglo- Hispanic
families; in the vast majority of cases, sons and daughters of highstatus mixed marriages married non-Hispanos. 5
Similar in-depth studies of cross-cultural marriages are lacking
for others areas of the Southwest. Still, some writers offer intriguing
theories about mixed unions that need to be substantiated and
expanded by further research. James Officer, for example, has suggested that cross-cultural marriages in Tucson helped establish amiable relations between Hispanos and Anglos following American
acquisition of that region in 1853. In later years, descendants of
these mixed unions linked the two ethnic groups and "helped maintain good relations ... in Tucson down to the present day."6
Mixed marriages may have muted ethnic hostility in other areas
of the Southwest as well. Carey McWilliams suggests that the few
hundred American and European entrepreneurs who infiltrated
California during the 1820s and 1830s became "hispanicized Anglos," marrying daughters of the California elite, joining the Catholic Church, hispanicizing their names, and accepting Mexican
citizenship. 7 But the assimilation of these men into Hispanic society
was incomplete; at the time ofAmerican conquest, Anglo Americans
enthusiastically supported the new regime and encouraged their
Hispanic in-laws to collaborate with the invader. Moreover, Anglo
sons-in-law imparted subtle lessons in Americanization through
their wives--daughters of such elite families as the Yorbas, Sepulvedas, Bandinis, and Picos-and these ethnic alliances assured
limited cultural fusion. 8 Research is sparse concerning cross-cultural marriages in California for later years; Leonard Pitt points
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out, however, that marriage alliances in southern California contributed to a mixed cultural elite that was still evident in the 1880s. 9
Few scholars of the Southwest, then, have systematically studied
cross-cultural marriages. And only Dysart concentrates on Hispanic
women and the role they played in mixed unions. For all areas of
the Southwest, detailed information is needed concerning the frequency of intermarriage, the social class of spouses, and the tensions and stresses accompanying these unions. To shed light on
these and other factors, this paper will focus on intermarriage in
nineteenth-century New Mexico, emphasizing the assimilation process and the nature of social change as it affected Hispanic women.
To a limited extent, women who intermarried became culturally
uprooted because of the physical mobility of Anglo husbands. By
focusing on New Mexico, a territory having the largest Spanishspeaking population in the Southwest in 1846, it will be possible
to establish a basis for comparison with other areas.
At the time of American conquest, an estimated 60,000 Spanishspeaking settlers-four-fifths of all Spanish-speaking people in the
Southwest-resided in New Mexico. 1O The Anglo-American population was considerably smaller. After Mexico achieved independence and opened its borders to foreigners in the 1820s, Anglo
merchants and adventurers began trickling into the territory so
that by the 1850s there was an Anglo population of between 500
and 1200 people. 11 Arriving without wives or relatives, many early
Anglo settlers married into the territory's elite Hispanic families.
Two daughters of the wealthy Jaramillo family, for example, married
respectively Charles Bent, first Anglo governor of New Mexico,
and Christopher "Kit" Carson, famous fur trapper and explorer.
Henry Connelly, a Kentuckian who became well known as a merchant and later as Civil War governor of New Mexico, married into
the influential Perea family, while Charles Beaubien of FrenchCanadian heritage married a daughter of the prominent Lovato
family.12 These marriages tied an intruding foreign population to
the ruling class of New Mexico and smoothed transition to American
rule.
At the time of American conquest, New Mexico was a highly
stratified society in which a small wealthy class (ricos) controlled
social, economic, and political power. Most New Mexicans were

Miguel Otero, Jr., with his second wife, Maud Frost Otero; Otero was the son
of a Hispanic father and an Anglo mother. He married twice, both times to Anglo
women. Courtesy Special Collections Department, University of New Mexico.
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illiterate and poor (pobres), subsisting in small rural villages or
working on large ranches. Many were held in debt peonage, which
meant virtual labor for life to a wealthy land owner. 13 After American
takeover, Hispanic elite were forced to share political and economic
power with Anglos, but Hispanos continued to be powerful in
politics and business into present times. 14
The first significant influx of Anglos In the American era came
during the Civil War, when more than two thousand Union soldiers-members of the California Column-marched from the Pacific Coast to New Mexico to help expel Confederates who had
invaded the territory. More than three hundred California veterans
remained in New Mexico after their discharge, adding significantly
to the Anglo population. 15 Following the war, New Mexico experienced steady population growth, partly as a result of high birth
rates but also because a slow but steady trickle of Anglo-American
immigrants turned into a vigorous stream after railroads entered
the territory in 1879. 16
Perhaps the most distinctive characteristic of the small Anglo
community in New Mexico through the 1870s was its sex-ratio
imbalance. Anglo men typically arrived in New Mexico without
wives or families, and in early territorial days an Anglo woman was
a rare sight. This sex imbalance encouraged unions between Anglo
men and Hispanic women, though other factors also contributed
to the high frequency of interethnic marriages. Despite cultural
and physical differences, for example, the predominant Hispanic
culture had no sanctions against mixed marriages, and many Hispanic families welcomed Anglos into their homes, thus filling a void
for the newcomers caused by loss of intimacy and family life. 17 In
addition, potential barriers to intermarriage were eliminated due
to the isolation of Anglos from more restrictive eastern mores.
Nonetheless, Anglo Americans were color-conscious and generally
chose lighter-skinned women for mates. But this practice paralleled
the Hispanic custom of equating lighter skin with higher social
class. 18 Certainly differences in skin color did not prevent social
intermingling and intermarriage; socially isolated Anglo men welcomed friendships and social contacts within the Hispanic community.
.
It is true that European and American visitors to New Mexico
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in the early years were highly critical of Hispanic society, although
they reserved their harshest judgements for lower-class customs
and mores. These observers frequently recorded in letters and
diaries the alleged sins as well as virtues of New Me~ican women.
Many criticized the women's attitudes about marriage vows and
their general moral laxity; others were shocked by their immodest
attire. 19
Opinions varied regarding the physical attractiveness of Hispanic
women. A twenty-nine-year-old private stationed in New Mexico
during the Civil War expressed distaste for Mexican women whom
he described "as black as the ace of spades and ugly as sin." But
other troopers agreed with the soldier-correspondent who listed
the "sunny smiles of the Castilian beauties" as one of the pleasures
to be enjoyed in the small town of Mesilla. 20 Moreover, Hispanic
women were universally praised for their kindness and hospitality. 21
Although Anglos viewed their society as superior to that of Hispanos, the many Anglos who married New Mexican women indicated their need and regard for the latter.
Because Anglo migration to New Mexico during territorial days
was preponderantly male, cross-cultural marriages were almost exclusively between Hispanic women and Anglo men. From early
days of Spanish settlement, however, interethnic unions had characterized New World society. Many Spanish conquistadores legally
married Indian women while others took them as mistresses. The
presence of Spanish-speaking mulattoes in the colonial Southwest
reflects similar unions between blacks and Hispanos. 22
In post-Civil War New Mexico, cross-cultural unions other than
between Anglo males and Hispanic females were rare, although
some of the most prominent Hispanic men in territorial New Mexico were married to Anglo women, as for example, Miguel A. Otero
and J. Francisco Chavez, each of whom served as territorial delegate to Congress. 23 Occasionally Spanish-speaking men of lesser
status wed Anglo women or lived in informal relationships with
Indian women. Census returns also reveal other interethnic unions.
In the small mining community of Silver City, for instance, there
resided in 1880 a Chinese laundryman who was married to an
Hispanic woman and also an Hispanic laundress who had wed a
black man. 24 Still, throughout the nineteenth century, cross-ctll-
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tural marriages most frequently occurred between Anglo men and
Spanish-speaking women.
Nancie Gonzales correctly stated more than a decade ago that
during the early years after American conquest "intermarriage between Anglo men and Mexican women was apparently quite common and not restricted to any particular social class."25 Manuscript
census schedules for 1870 and 1880 indicate that the overwhelming
majority of married Anglo men residing in the territory were married to Hispanic women. Census data for 1870 for three small towns
in sprawling Dona Ana County in southern New Mexico testify to
the frequency of mixed unions. In the town of Las Cruces, 90
percent of married Anglo men were married to Hispanos; in Mesilla, 83 percent; in Dona Ana, 78 percent. A decade later percentages had declined to 69 percent and 50 percent for Las Cruces and
Mesilla respectively, while Dona Ana-a small"Hispanic community
inhabited by only four married Anglo males-now registered 100
percent. 26
In the territorial capital of Santa Fe, where large numbers of
Anglos resided in 1870, 63 percent ofAnglo family men were united
in mixed marriages. On the other hand, the mining town of Silver
City, inhabited mainly by unattached Anglo males, recorded a low
percentage of married men wed to Hispanos-33 percent in 1870
and 23 percent in 1880. 27
Data concerning military personnel also support the contention
that cross-cultural marriages were not uncommon. Most soldiers
who arrived in the territory during the Civil War were bachelors,
and many who settled in New Mexico after mustering out of the
service married Hispanic women. To cite but three examples: Lt.
John E. Oliphant of New York married Helena Martinez in Las
Cruces one month prior to his discharge; Pvt. Patrick Higgins, an
Irishman, married a fourteen-year-old Hispanic girl in a Catholic
ceremony at Mesilla two years before he mustered out of the service; and Lt. Albert J. Fountain, stationed at Fort Fillmore, fell in
love with sixteen-year-old Mariana Perez and married her while
he was still a soldier. 28
Nearly two hundred California veterans are listed in the 1870
New Mexico census; over half lived as single men or in households
lacking women of marriageable age. Of the eighty-nine who lived
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in households that included their wives or women of marriageable
age, ten were married to Anglo women, while seventy-nine were
married to or living with Hispanic women. 29 These figures tend to
support an observation made by a Santa Fe resident that in the
years immediately after the war "so few of the Americans were
married ... that a married man was an exceptional man."30 Yet
the typical veteran who did marry, wed a Spanish-speaking woman.
Although many Anglo men who journeyed to New Mexico in the
1820s and the 1830s married into elite Spanish families, military
records and census returns indicate that mixed marriages in subsequent years were not limited to upper-class members. Among
the laboring and artisan class who entered mixed unions were farm
laborers, carpenters, blacksmiths, miners, butchers, cooks, and
numerous small farmers. The women who married these men frequently came from humble surroundings. Margaret Estrada performed housework in private homes and local hotels before marrying
a small Lincoln County farmer. Felipa Montoya worked as a servant
in a private residence in Belen before she wed a stage coach driver.
Maria Baca was a laundress at Fort Craig during the Civil War and
later married an Anglo rancher and farmer. Not infrequently these
women were left destitute upon the death of their husbands. Cruzita Apodaca, a case in point, took in washing and ironing to maintain herself after her blacksmith-husband, Joseph D. Emerson,
died in Socorro. 31
For many New Mexican women, a rise in social status accompanied marriage to an Anglo. The latter generally-but not always-had more money to spend than his Hispanic counterpart
and usually was better educated. Because income and literacy rates
provide indirect means to assess opportunities for socioeconomic
mobility, data from selected areas can shed light on this aspect of
interethnic unions.
In one rural precinct bordering the Tularosa River in southern
New Mexico, the average Anglo and Hispanic settler reported modest wealth in 1870. Oral tradition handed down through several
generations of Tularosa dwellers affirms that when the area was
settled in the 1860s, (ill the settlers-Anglo and Hispanic alikewere poor. The 1870 census tends to confirm this observation.
Although Perfecto Armijo, a local merchant, listed his personal
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assets at three thousand dollars, the vast majority of Hispanos either
failed to declare assets or claimed personal assets below three hundred
dollars. Anglo men living in the precinct who had Spanish-speaking
wives tended to have assets in excess of five hundred dollars. 32
Educational levels in territorial New Mexico were abysmally low;
the vast majority of Hispanic men and women could neither read
nor write. New Mexican women who formed cross-cultural unions
with Anglos generally were slightly better educated than their sisters who married endogamously. Literacy data from Santa Fe in
1870 shows that in Precinct 3, 62 percent ofwomen in mixed unions
were illiterate compared to 87 percent who married Hispanos. In
Precinct 4, the figures were 74 percent and 84 percent respectively.
But a great educational chasm separated men whom Hispanic women
chose to marry. Only 8 percent ofAnglo men who had intermarried
in Precinct 3 and 9 percent in Precinct 4 were totally or partially
illiterate, while the percentages for married Hispanic men were
72 percent and 69 percent respectively. If sociologists are correct
in citing ability to read and write as an index of power and social
standing, it is apparent that women who married into the Anglo
community enhanced their opportunity for social and economic
mobility. 33
One prime factor affecting rates of intermarriage was the degree
of social contact between members of different ethnic groups. Upper-class Hispanic women were less restricted than their nonelite
sisters in seeking opportunities to establish social relationships with
Anglo outsiders. From the days of earliest contact, social intercourse was common between Anglo men and the Hispanic elite.
They exchanged visits, attended the same parties, and danced at
the same bailes. Social life in Santa Fe during territorial days has
been described as "a hybrid product" of a joint upper-class society. 34
Lower-class Spanish-speaking women, nonetheless, had the opportunity to establish social relationships with Anglo newcomers.
SmaIl towns adjacent to military posts staged frequent dances where
local women fraternized with soldiers. One lonely trooper reported
that dances were fine amusements as "the Mexican gals are very
gay."35 Then, too, women employed as camp laundresses had ample
opportunity to mingle with the troops. Because there were so many
"loose women" hovering around military camps, an order issued
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during the Civil War stated that only married women be employed
as laundresses. At least one Hispanic laundress thereafter entered
into a written contract with a soldier that they live together as man
and wife, though they were not officially married. Upon being
discharged three years later, the soldier tore up the contract, left
his "wife," and went off to Texas. 36
The lives of some military laundresses reflected the easy morality
characteristic of Hispanic society that shocked Anglo visitors in
early territorial days. Describing New Mexico in the 1850s, U.S.
Attorney W. W. H. Davis lamented that "probably there is no other
country in the world claiming to be civilized, where vice is more
prevalent among all classes of the inhabitants.... The standard
of female chastity is deplorably low, and the virtuous are far outnumbered by the vicious. "37
In Hispanic culture, an official system of morality demanded
formal marriages, but folk practices accepted informal unions that
church and state officials reluctantly tolerated. Moreover, social
class shaped standards of morality. A double standard in upperclass society demanded legal marriage and chastity for women but
allowed men to keep mistresses and flaunt their sexual prowess.
In lower-class society, the double standard merged with folk custom
that sanctioned greater sexual freedom for women. 38
Evidence of informal unions and easy morality is scattered in a
number of sources-local legislative records, church documents,
census schedules, and military pension files. The territorial legislature occasionally enacted laws that legitimatized the offspring of
unmarried parents, as in the case ofJuana Maria Gonzales and John
F. Collins, former territorial Indian superintendent and owner of
the Santa Fe Gazette. 39 Moreover, local priests recorded in baptismal records that certain children were "natural" rather than legitimate offspring of their parents. 40
Although researchers must use manuscript census schedules judiciously, these records can provide leads for untangling community attitudes towards sex and morality. The fact that certain
enumerators in 1880 described the relationship between the head
of household and a woman as husband and wife did not necessarily
mean that the two had been formally married. The accuracy of the
relationship rested to some degree on the moral perspective of the
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enumerator. Most enumerators-Anglo and Hispanic alike-made
infrequent use of the word "mistress" in defining a woman's relationship to the head of household, but the census taker for the
predominantly Anglo mining town of Silver City repeatedly made
use of that term, revealing his more puritanical approach to informal
unions. 41
Upon the deaths of military men, wives and other survivors
became eligible for federal pensions. In the course of investigating
their claims, federal agents recorded personal histories of many
Hispanic women, and these files contain rare insights into intimate
relations. Testimony by Hispanic women reveals that some had
borne children out of wedlock prior to their marriage to Anglo
husbands. Felipa Montoya, to cite one example, stated that she
had never married prior to her marriage to a soldier in the California
Column, although she had given birth to four children: two children
shared the same Hispanic natural father, while two different Hispanos fathered the remaining two children. 42
Several veterans of the California Column entered into common
law marriages with Hispanic women after they left the service. One
old soldier later stated in a deposition that after the war "it was
very common for ex-soldiers and Mexican women to live together
years before marriage and in many instances not marry until the
law suggested. "43 The Dutchman Linklain Butin of Pinos Altos lived
for seven years in such an arrangement with his wife Candelaria,
who gave birth to two children during those years. When the old
soldier became seriously ill in 1876, he and Candelaria were legally
married though Linklain died a few days after the marriage. Several
years later, when Candelaria applied for a widow's pension, she
testified that "we had all the time we were living together intended
to get married but kept putting it off thinking to be married by a
Catholic priest[.] But we seldom saw one and we never had any
spare money to go to one until finally he was taken sick[.] So we
were married while he was on his death bed by the justice of the
peace so that our children might not suffer from our failure to do
so. "44
When Butin and other members of the California O;>lumn arrived
in New Mexico, they discovered a society that differed from theirs
in language, customs, and mode of living, and these differences
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had considerable bearing on the nature of cross-cultural marriages.
The traditional center of life in territorial New Mexico was the
isolated village with its patron saint standing guard over the health
and wealth of the community. Margaret Mead has stated succinctly
that "to be Spanish American is to be of a village. "45 It was from
the village that an individual gained identity, rather than from a
larger national or cultural entity, and an intricate webb of kinship
fused village members into a cohesive and supportive folk society.
To be Hispanic American, again quoting Margaret Mead, "is to
belong to a familia. "46 Spanish culture valued large families, and
in New Mexico extended families, consisting of parents, children,
and a wide circle of relatives, were common. The familia did not
reside always under the same same roof but frequently consisted
of several households in proximity that together functioned as a
unit.
The Hispanic family was patriarchal in structure; authority of the
father-and of the oldest male-was unquestioned. In return, the
patriarch owed loyalty to the family and was responsible for its
welfare. This paternalistic and authoritarian institution demanded
submissiveness in women who were regarded by males as irrational, childlike, and in need of strong discipline. The appropriate
role for a woman was as housekeeper and mother because her
interests centered on producing children and caring for the family.
Although census records reveal that some Hispanic women worked
outside the home, chiefly as laundresses, servants, and occasionally
as teachers, there was no basic alteration in prescribed sex roles
throughout the nineteenth century. Women were family oriented
and expected to stay at home. 47
Despite other differences, Anglo and Hispanic societies were
both masculine oriented and each assigned subordinant roles to
women. Submissiveness in Hispanic wives suited Anglo men since
this behavior was also prescribed in Anglo society. Unfortunately,
diaries, letters, and journals written by Hispanic women are rare,
making it difficult to assess the impact that interethnic marriages
had on Hispanic women. To pose one important question, did
marriage to an Anglo male force Spanish-speaking women to alter
role expectations? Based on available evidence, the answer apparently is no. The vast majority of Hispanic women who married
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Anglo men cared for children and households. 48 It should be noted,
however, that although Anglo men expected women to be submissive, they also valued women as helpmates and companions.
These Anglo-oriented values may have placed subtle pressures on
women to modify traditional behavior and indeed may have increased their power and independence. 49
Although the quality and essence of family life within a crosscultural marriage cannot be restructured with absolute certainty,
it is possible to speculate on what it meant to be an Hispanic woman
married to an Anglo man. Interethnic marriages tend to break down
cultural differences and to cause partial assimilation of one or both
partners into their spouse's society. Researchers have pointed out,
however, that ethnic identities are hardy things, difficult to erode,
and, certainly, New Mexico proved to be no melting pot. 50 Still,
Hispanic women who married Anglo husbands experienced subtle
pressures for change that women who married in the traditional
manner did not encounter. And although the first foreigners to
enter New Mexico in the 1820s may have blended into Hispanic
society, newcomers who arrived following annexation toiled to reestablish social institutions and the amenities that they had known
in former homes. Rather than being assimilated into Hispanic society, Anglo husbands became agents for social change.
Possibly the greatest strain many women endured in cross-cultural marriages was their physical removal from village and familia.
Nineteenth-century American society was extremely mobile; pioneers moved from one section of the country to another to exploit
natural resources and to build new careers in distant and oftentimes
unsettled regions. Anglo men who migrated to the territory and
subsequently married Hispanic women were themselves examples
of this mobile society, and their restlessness continued in New
Mexico. Their Hispanic wives frequently found themselves in regions distant from former homes when they accompanied husbands
to isolated ranches, raw mining camps, and even to regions outside
the territory. These women were separated not only from Hispanic
friends and relatives but oftentimes from female companionship as
well.
Silver City, which emerged in 1870 as a rough mining camp in
southwestern New Mexico, illustrates the isolation all women ex-
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perienced who followed husbands in their search for quick wealth.
When the census was recorded for that year, the camp had a population of eighty people, the overwhelming majority of whom were
Anglo males. Two Anglo-American women accompanied their husbands to the mines, while four Hispanic women resided there, one
of whom was married to an Anglo miner. Conditions were similar
in the nearby mining camp of Ralston where in 1870 six Hispanic
women were living with Anglo men in nuclear households. The
camp was devoid ofAnglo women. 51 In both camps Hispanic women
were deprived of the rich religious life and kinship ties that animated and strengthened traditional society.
Some Spanish-speaking wives followed Anglo husbands beyond
the borders of the territory. Yeneca Montoya married her Anglo
husband in 1865 in the small town of Sapello forty miles east of
Santa Fe; at the time of her death thirty-two years later she was
living at Tascosa, a lawless town in the Texas Panhandle. Children
born to Juana Barela testifY to the mobile life that she led following
her marriage to miner John Van Order at Silver City in 1879. Her
first child was born in Clifton, Arizona, her second in Chihuahua,
M~xico, and the following two in EI Paso, Texas, and Morenci,
Arizona. Juana herself died in 1910 at Salomonville in Arizona
territory. Occasionally Hispanic women accompanied their soldierhusbands eastward after leaving the service. Tersita Vigil of Las
Cruces, for example, married Capt. Thomas P. Chapman in 1864
and subsequently moved with him to Iowa and then Nebraska
where they settled on a homestead. Following his death in the
seventies, Tersita returned to New Mexico. 52
Like other frontier women, Hispanic wives who moved to sparsely
populated regions commonly were left to fend for themselves when
Anglo husbands were absent for long periods of time. This was true
of women who lived in the small agricultural community of Mimbres,
some twenty miles northeast of Silver City, since the men of that
community frequently journeyed to distant mines or to the county
seat to attend district court. 53 Although the town had a total population of 180 in 1870 and had ceased to exist as a viable community
by the following decade, its brief history illustrates conditions affecting assimilation in cross-cultural marriages. Mimbres was inhabited in 1870 by fifty adult Hispanic women, forty-three adult
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Hispanic men, five adult Anglo women, and forty-one adult Anglo
men. Fourteen of the latter w~re married to Hispanic women while
five had Anglo wives. Some Mimbres women who had intermarried
may have had relatives among the town's Hispanic population, but
the large number of Anglos undoubtedly had a stronger Americanizing influence on women of mixed marriages than on those who
had married endogamously.54
In Mimbres, as elsewhere, the ethnic tendency to congregate
meant that Anglo men frequently socialized with other Anglos, and
their Hispanic wives therefore came into greater contact with nonHispanic values. Moreover, at least fourteen Mimbres residents
had served in the California Column, and they retained their identity as "Column Men" or "California boys" for the rest of their lives.
This unique martial bond strengthened the Anglo community and
to some extent neutralized the lack of familial ties among Anglos,
as for example, when Helena and John E. Oliphant chose Josiah
Hull, a former soldier in the California Column, as a godparent for
their youngest son, rather than choosing, ·say, a Hispanic relative.
Moreover, several former soldiers, including Oliphant, persuaded
relatives to join them in New Mexico, thus providing further reinforcements for the Americanization of their families. 55
The ethnic tendency to club together is vividly reflected in settlement patterns as disclosed in manuscript census returns. Census
enumerators were instructed to list adjacent households consecutively, and even allowing for errors of omission their tabulations
reveal the ethnic composition of a community or district. To cite
but one example, about 640 individuals resided in Precinct 4 of
Lincoln County in 1870. Seventeen were adult Anglo men, ten of
whose names are listed seriatim in the census for that year. Of the
ten Anglos living in close proximity, five were married to Hispanic
women and one to an Anglo woman. Since households in this rural
precinct were widely dispersed, Hispanic women in mixed marriages were more likely to have Anglos rather than Hispanos for
their nearest neighbors. In addition, the five Anglo-Hispanic families lived in nuclear households, bereft of additional Hispanic relatives who might have counterbalanced the Americanizing influence
on Spanish-speaking wives and their children. 56
Anglos not only settled in proximity, they jointly worked to change
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New Mexico society so that it more closely resembled that found
in more settled portions of the United States. Anglo men married
to Spanish-'speaking women helped spearhead the drive for public
education that arose in the territory in the 1870s and 1880s, although some sent their children east for schooling, a procedure
greatly accelerating the process of assimilation. In addition to taxsupported education, Anglo men sponsored public lyceums, organized musical and theatrical events, joined fraternal lodges and
veterans organizations-all of which served as vehicles for community improvement as well as forums for political discussion.
Clearly, substantial numbers of Anglo men who wed New Mexican
women formed primary social and fraternal ties with other Anglos,
thereby exerting pressure upon their families to assimilate into
Anglo society. Thus, Hispanic wives frequently participated in fraternal activities organized by their Anglo husbands. By 1890, for
example, a ladies' auxiliary of the Grand Army of the Republic had
been formed in Las Cruces. All but two of its forty-two members
were either Anglo women or Hispanic wives and daughters ofAnglo
men. 57
Husbands also placed pressures on Hispanic wives to adopt Anglo-American health practices. One army sergeant stationed at Fort
Craig had the post doctor attend his Hispanic wife during pregnancy. When she went to nearby La Mesa to be among her family
for final delivery, her husband insisted that the post doctor continue
to see her at the family home. 58
Although large numbers of mixed marriages endured until the
death of one partner, some ended in divorce. Divorce was not very
common in the Spanish Southwest because of strong religious sanctions against it, and, although no statistical study has been made,
available evidence indicates that Hispanic women who married
Anglo men were more likely to experience divorce than New Mexican women married within the Hispanic community. Some divorces came after Anglo husbands abandoned their Hispanic wives.
Francisca Taylor of Mesilla, for example, was granted a divorce
from her husband after the courts judged Robert Taylor guilty of
"Cruelty and Abandonment. "59
A second woman abandoned by her Anglo husband was Rosario
Catanach. The daughter of a Kentucky-born father and a Hispanic
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mother, Rosario had married David Catanach in 1867 at the age
of fifteen. Over the next fifteen years, Rosario gave birth to thirteen
children, including three pairs of twins. Living in Santa Fe, Rosario
experienced a mental breakdown after the premature birth of her
last child during the spring of 1881. One son James reported that
David deserted his wife a few months after her illness and subsequently went to Lincoln County where he established a ranch.
A second son John believed the cause of separation was his father's
hard drinking-"he would be drunk for a week at a time"-rather
than his mother's breakdown. A third son Archibald felt that the
separation was caused by his grandparents; they took Rosario to
their home after she became ill, claiming that David was not providing her proper care. Although Catanach was granted a divorce
in 1885, he subsequently deeded property he owned in Santa Fe
to Rosario and her children. He later left the territory and never
again saw his children. 60
If divorce was more common among women who intermarried,
so too was the potential for internal stress during times of ethnic
conflict. One of the most notorious lawless episodes in New Mexico's history involved the Socorro vigilantes who split the town of
Socorro into two armed camps pitting Anglos against Hispanos. In
1880 Socorro was a thriving community of about 1300 people located on the Rio Grande river seventy miles south ofAlbuquerque.
Gold and silver had been discovered in nearby mountains, and the
town was full of prospectors and drifters looking for new opportunities.
The tragedy that led to violent ethnic conflict occurred Christmas
Eve 1880 when three brothers by the name of Baca, nephews of
the leading Hispanic merchant in the city, killed the editor of the
local newspaper. The machinery of the law was in the hands of
Hispanos, who backed the powerful Baca family in protecting the
brothers. Subsequently, a vigilante group was formed by Anglo
members of the community, headed by Col. E. W. Eaton, veteran
of the Civil War who was himself married to an Hispanic wmnan.
The vigilantes held daily meetings, and membership became practically compulsory for Anglos of any standing in the community.
The 1880 census for Socorro lists the names of 109 Anglo men, ten
of whom were married to Anglo women and sixteen married to
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Hispanos. Unfortunately a complete vigilante membership list is
unavailable so that it becomes difficult to assess the impact of
Hispanic wives on vigilante membership. The fact that Colonel
Eaton led the vigilantes, however, indicates that ethnic loyalties
of Hispanic wives had minimal effect in determing actions of their
Anglo husbands. But undoubtedly ethnic conflict placed a terrible
strain upon Hispanic women and their children. 61
Despite conflicts and tensions, marriage to an Anglo started the
process of assimilation for Spanish-speaking women and their offspring. The degree of Americanization that occurred varied according to local circumstances and personalities of husband and
wife. Some wives adopted an Anglo mode of living but retained
Spanish customs, becoming bicultural in the process. Others took
up certain external features of American culture but, for all intents
and purposes, remained wedded to the traditional folk society. 62
Scarcity ofliterary and oral sources, however, complicates efforts
to understand the process of assimilation, and manuscript census
schedules, though revealing much about household organization
and residential practices, shed very little light on the degree to
which individuals have accepted an alien culture. One key to the
assimilation process rests with the second generation. What happened to the children ofmixed marriages? Hispanic influences were
undoubtedly great in early years of childhood, as parents generally
had children baptized in the Roman Catholic Church and selected
godparents from Hispanic friends and relatives. In many instances,
households included one or more members of the mother's family. 63
At the same time, however, children underwent a variety of experiences that aided assimilation into Anglo society. Spanish was
not universally spoken in the home, and it is probable that many
children of mixed unions learned English as their first language. 64
Also helping to assimilate children into their father's ethnic group
were attendance at schools, visits by Anglo relatives, and the presence of English-speaking neighbors. 65
Choice of marriage partners by the second generation no doubt
strengthened identification with either the mother's or the father's
ethnic group. After sifting through countless marriage and baptismal records, one discovers that no single pattern emerged in New
Mexico, as it did in San Antonio, relative to marriag~ patterns
among children ofAnglo-Hispanic unions. The majority of children
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born of intercultural marriages who can be traced in church and
civil records in one county-Dona Ana-married into Hispanic
society. This appears to be true of upper-class children as well as
those born into families of modest means. 66 However, variations
are many.
Children of mixed marriages frequently married individuals who
were themselves the products of cross-cultural unions, while num'erous families of mixed ancestry had sons and daughters who
married into each of the ethnic groups. Maria Silva and David
Wood of Las Cruces, for example, produced at least one daughter
who married an Hispano as well as a son and a daughter who each
married offspring of mixed unions. Francisca Lujan and Henry
Cuniffe, on the other hand, raised at least three daughters who
married Anglos, while a fourth daughter married the Hispanic sheriff of Las Cruces. In few families did all sons and daughters marry
into Anglo society, whereas several families can be located whose
children married entirely within the Hispanic ethnic group. 67
Cross-cultural marriages occurred in all areas of the Southwest,
bringing changes to the lives of many Hispanic women and accelerating the rate of Americanization. A decade ago, a prominent
scholar challenged western historians to focus their research on the
meeting of cultures in the West, to analyze and define the dynamic
interaction between different peoples, as a means of providing new
and fruitful insights into the settlement of the American West. 68 To
understand fully the role that mixed unions played in this process,
detailed studies for each major settlement area are needed. In
addition, oral histories must be collected from families resulting
from intermarriages. In this manner it may be possible to develop
clearer perceptions of the quality of mixed marriages and to assess
more carefully the tensions placed on Hispanic women who entered
such unions.
Scholars generally agree that by the beginning of the twentieth
century some degree of Americanization had been experienced
throughout the Spanish Southwest. As one recent interpreter of
this region has stated, "by a process of accretion, American ways
made inroads. "69 When further studies of mixed unions are completed, it will probably be apparent that these marriages played a
sig'nificant role in this process and that the New Mexico experience
was reflected in varying degrees throughout the Southwest.
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W. Carey, 20 April 1864 and Testimony of Vincenta Fresquez, 21 April 1864,
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CANNING COMES TO NEW MEXICO:
WOMEN AND THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
SERVICE, 1914-1919
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1919, ALICE CORBIN HENDERSON summed up a report on the
work of New Mexico women during World War I by referring to
the "English, Spanish, and Indian speaking women who met over
the canning kettle."1 It was a striking image that reflected the hopes
of some Anglo women that the women of the three cultures could
find a common space and work together. But what was the reality
behind such an image? Assuming for the moment that a canning
kettle might have been an appropriate place to meet for women
in a predominately rural state, was it possible?
Like many other important types of work performed by rural
women, canning is difficult to trace historically. Because the teaching of canning methods became a part of government policy after
the establishment of the Agricultural Extension Service in 1914,
however, it is pOSSible to test Henderson's assertion, at least in
part, through an analysis of the introduction of canning into New
Mexico by the extension service. According to home demonstration
agents, canning was a crucial skill, for once haVing acquired it a
rural woman could provide a nutritious diet for her family as well
as save money for the farm household. Reflecting the country life
reform ideas of the progressive era, agents saw their job as raising
the level of rural life by making farming more efficient-in home
and field. While the program for teaching women and girls in rural
areas included cooking and sewing as well as food preservation,
canning seemed an especially important factor in the survival of
rural family farms, for the process allowed hard-earned cash to
remain within the farm economy. According to agricultural experts,
each jar of vegetables or fruit that the farm women canned meant
0028-6206/82/1000-0361 $2.60/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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farm income and profits for the household. The introduction of new
skills in food preparation resulted in the spread of the canning
kettle in New Mexico from 1914 to 1919. Government policy did
not, however, join women at the canning kettle as Henderson
claimed.
Canning, the process of preserving foods by sealing and then
heating the contents of jars, was introduced into the United States
in the early nineteenth century. Invented by the Frenchman Nicholas Appert, whose 1810 treatise on canning was soon published
in the United States, the process quickly replaced older methods
of preserving vegetables with salt brine or vinegar. Glass jars and
covers were introduced soon after-the Mason screw cap dates
from 18S8-and American women were soon on the road to liberation from old methods and subordination to the new. The practice spread slowly because of the cost of jars and caps and because
of the time and effort demanded by cold pack canning. Eastern
middle-class women were the first to adopt the practice, and by
the turn of the century canning was fairly widespread among the
Euro-American population, providing an inexpensive and varied
diet for the rural and urban family. Canning also moved west, but
as late as the 1920s, Ruth Allen found in her study of Texas women
that most Hispanic and black women did not home can, nor did
many poor Anglo women because of the expense and the work
involved. Many of the poor women worked for wages and bought
commercially canned food. The situation in New Mexico was somewhat different than in Texas, but the limited use of canning was
similar. 2
Into the 1930s, most Native American and Hispanic women in
New Mexico used drying rather than canning as their principal
method offood preservation. Therefore, few of these women would
have met English-speaking women over the canning kettle during
1917 and 1918. Rather they worked with women of their cultures
preserving foods in ways that had been perfected and respected
over long periods of time. Drying was an inexpensive and efficient
way to preserve food, and it formed the center of domestic food
technology of Hispanic and Indian women. Native American methods were by far the most complex, including techniques for processing hundreds of varieties of plants. The women of different
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tribes each had her regional crops and processes, variations on a
process that scholars now believe dates back to the very dawn of
human existence. Although much of the early technology of processing was lost because ethnologists did not recognize the importance of women's prehistoric food strategies, records still exist
for tribes in New Mexico because they continued to use traditional
food preservation techniques late into the twentieth century. 3
A particularly detailed account of Navajo food preservation practices was made by the anthropologist Emma Reh in 1939. Although
at that time Navajo food consumption habits were changing rapidly,
she was able to record in detail the food preservation methods of
the older women. This account gives some concept of the persistence of these traditional methods among Indian women. 4
Corn was still the main staple that women dried, shelled, and
hung in sacks in their hogans, to be cooked later in water or milk.
Women also made green corn into tamales, then baked, dried, and
stored them in sacks to cook with meat or milk. Some corn they
dried on the cob and stored in bottle-shaped underground pits
eight to ten feet deep and four to five feet across, closed on top
with logs, bark, and earth. Often the women stored more than a
one-year supply of corn. Melons were ~he main fruit women preserved, by peeling, wilting, cutting circularly in long strips, hanging them to dry, and then winding the strips into balls for storage,
to be boiled later. Squashes they boiled before peeling, wilting,
cutting in long strips, drying, and 'winding in balls. Hard shelled
squash, and sometimes watermelons, they stored like corn in pits.
Pumpkin seeds were dried and toasted. Wild seeds and greens
were gathered, boiled, dried, and stored in sacks or pails in hogans.
Dried Huaa (a spinach-like plant) they preserved in concentrated
form through boiling several times, drying into hard black chunks,
and then storing in sacks. Navajo women told anthropologist Reh
that three pounds of Huaa concentrate would last three weeks when
cooked with meat. Surplus meat women also sliced thin, salted,
and dried on the line. Usually in winter and in the spring women
made goat cheese. By the end of summer, a Navajo woman's hogan
was hung with lard pails, sugar sacks, containers of wild seeds,
dried greens, squash seeds, peach pits, bags of dried roasted corn,
hardened green tamale dough, and wads of dried squash and melon
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strips. Not every woman had sufficient preserved food to feed her
family for the winter, but if she could not sell a blanket, she knew
they could always go to a neighbor's hogan to eat.
Even at the end of the 1930s, when class differences were beginning to be noticeable among the Navajos, the poor only rarely
bought jams, jellies, and canned goods. Traders introduced canned
tomatoes, peaches, and corned beef in the 191Os; they added sardines and canned milk in the 1920s, and jams, jellies, and peanut
butter in the 1930s. But most women still preserved large quantities
of food throughout the 1930s and also carried on a brisk trade with
Hopis for dried peaches and other foods Hopi women had preserved.
There was one main exception to the rule that Navajo women
still relied primarily on dried food. While women on reservations
followed traditional food preservation methods that emphasized
drying, daughters were being taught to can at boarding schools.
During the years before World War I, Navajo families were forced
to send at least one child to boarding schools where missionaries
and government employees taught daughters the white women's
ways-including how to preserve food. At the McKinley County
School for Navajos, for example, matrons apparently taught the
young girls to can in 1918, though there was little chance that they
would use these skills on the reservation. It was, however, part of
the national program to replace traditional skills of the Indian woman
with skills that would make them more dependent upon the EuroAmerican culture and occupy the place women were assigned in
that culture. 5
The systematic teaching of canning to women on reservations
and to women living in pueblos did not get underway for a decade
after World War 1. Fabiola Cabeza de Baca Gilbert was the first
demonstration agent to be assigned to the Pueblos in the 1930s.
Probably a few bilingual Pueblo women canned before the 1930s,
but the records of the Agricultural Extension Service before 1~20
made no mention of even considering teaching Indian women in
the pueblo villages of northern New Mexico. The Indian woman,
whether Tiwa, Tewa, Navajo, or Apache speaking, was probably
uninterested in the canning kettle or in meeting there her sisters
from Hispanic and Anglo cultures. 6
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At first glance, it seems that Hispanic women were also unlikely
to be involved in the reality of the canning kettle. Fabiola Cabeza
de Baca Gilbert wrote in the Journal of Home Economics in 1942
that the extension service first reached Hispanic women in rural
areas of New Mexico in 1929 and that the first Spanish bulletins
on canning were issued in 1930. Until then, she pointed out, Hispanic women, like Indian women, used traditional drying methods. 7
The Hispanic tradition of preserving food through drying is well
known. Dried corn, chile, onions, beans, and meat were winter
mainstays of New Mexico villages in all parts of the state. Hispanic
women relied on solar energy for much of their processing. They
used flat-topped roofs and trees, strung chiles in ristras and sliced
beef and dried it at their winter matanzas (butcherings). Maria
Duran, who lived in southern New Mexico village of San Miguel,
remembers growing chile on the family sembrado (plot of land).
She recalled years later: "We would roast green chile outside, peel
it, and put it out to dry on the bark of the tree. We would clean
the bark real good and put it there to dry. We called it chile
pasado."8 Other women remember hanging roasted chiles on lines.
Summer squash was also dried, giving women an abundance of
_meat and vegetables to which they added goat cheese and roas.ted
corn, cane juice, and pinons gathered from the mountains. While
much less varied than the native American diet, traditional food
processing, particularly drying, enabled the Hispanic woman to
feed her family nourishing meals year round. 9
This pattern, drying until 1929 and then a rather rapid adoption
of canning by Hispanic women, is confirmed by a study of the
extension circulars published between 1915 and 1919. These circulars do not indicate that 60 percent of the women of the state
were Hispanic and Spanish-speaking or that there was any intention
of including this majority in the outreach programs. Only two pictures of girls' clubs show non-Anglos, one of Indian girls at the
Albuquerque Indian School in 1915 and one of the girls in the "Old
Mesilla Sewing Club" in 1918. One Spanish surnamed woman,
Gertrude Espinoza, is listed as working with the boys and girls'
clubs. The impression given is that Hispanic women were not
reached and that girls were taught only to sew. 10
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Despite this lack of published evidence, oral histories, while
sometimes difficult to date, confirm the importance of canning to
some Hispanic women and indicate that canning could possibly
have been more common than published sources indicate. In Las
Mujeres, Ida Gutierrez remembers: "At the end of every summer
my mother would can the fruits and the vegetables for the next
year. She had this extra wood stove that she put outside because
it got so hot. She'd build up a big hot fire, and then she'd take the
corn, the chiles, the peaches, and the tomatoes and she'd put them
in jars and boil them in a big kettle." Although her remembrances
probably date from the 1930s, others by Jesusita Aragon clearly
date from the period around World War I. Aragon remembers when
living on a farm near Trujillo in northern New Mexico: "We used
to can everything, so in the winter we don't have to buy anything."
The oral histories are an additional clue that at least some Hispanic
women were canning before the 1930s. II
The annual reports submitted to Washington by the New Mexjco
Agricultural Extension and microfilmed by the National Arch~yes
in the 1950s offer additional evidence that Hispanic women were
part of the extension outreach program during the war years from
1917 to 1918. Afterwards, the program was drastically curtailed and
once more confined primarily to Anglo women until the 1930s when
the service again expanded and became part of the New Deal po'licy
to save farms through increasing the preserving of food for hQ,Ine
use. The question of reaching the Hispanic majority came up frequently in the reports of the Agricultural Extension Service from
1914 to 1919. These references give a picture of the limitations of
the service in teaching Hispanic or "Mexican" and "native" women,
as the agents referred to them. Records also indicate that many
women were contacted, especially in 1918. Reports reflect the
agents' perspective but are nonetheless noteworthy glimpses of the
lives and attitudes of rural women.
The New Mexico Agricultural Extension Service began in 1914
as a part of the cooperative extension formed in each state under
the federal Smith-Lever Act. Under this legislation, using federal
and state matching funds, extension agents were to carry into rural
areas the methods of agricultural experiment stations, the United
States Department of Agriculture, and the most progressive farm\
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ers. The legislation sought to diffuse practical information on subjects relating to agriculture and home economics to the American
people. Because the extension service was to be conducted by land
grant colleges, the young Agricultural College at Las Cruces in
New Mexico would be in charge of developing a program of field
demonstrations, publications, and other educational projects. 12
As a typical piece of progressive legislation, the Smith-Lever
provided for a dual gender program. Home demonstration agents
were to work out programs for women and agricultural agents to
develop programs for men. Both were to develop youth programs
as well. While men and women would be coordinate in rank, the
records of New Mexico Extension Service reveal a pattern that was
probably widespread in most states. Women's work received a smaller
amount of funds, and fewer women than men were hired at lower
salaries. As late as the 1960s, only a third of New Mexico county
agents were women. In the 1930s, the proportion was usually smaller.
In 1924-25, for example, less than 25 percent ofthe agents were
women, and the highest paid woman received the salary of the
lowest paid male. Women were not only underpaid but overworked
because their small numbers necessitated traveling much of the
time. The additional pressure of war work brought on the illness
of several agents, included one whose doctor ordered her to take
a six-week vacation to recover. At that time there were no disability
payments, paid sick leave, or paid vacation. 13
The home demonstration staff consisted of just one woman in
November 1914, Dora Ross. Undaunted by her lack of colleagues,
Ross planned an ambitious project for rural women to study poultry
raising and marketing, to make and market hand work, and, most
important, to teach methods of economical and rapid preserving
of fruits and vegetables. She expressed the goal of the home economics extension office in the first circular p.ublished six months
after the service began. The purpose was to organize women into
cooperative groups to make "a more profitable, cultured, pleasant,
and attractive country life." The women agents were to carry "the
practical and scientific wisdom to every farm woman. "14
The programs that Ross worked out during her single year as
agent revealed how much the extension program was the daughter
of progressive reformers who saw scientific housekeeping as a way
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to raise the status of the occupation of homemaking. Tura A. Hawk,
who headed the New Mexico agents in 1918, expressed this concept
clearly when she stated the object of the agents was instruction in
home economics and approved household practices "in order that
the home may be made more convenient and its surroundings more
attractive and that the profession of home-making may assume its
proper place among the high callings of our national life. "15
Circular No.7, published in December 1915, best displayed the
scope of the programs. In "Study and Program Outlines for Home
Maker's Association, "Ross listed the study topics as cookery, meats,
sanitation, bread, beauty in home surroundings, cake making,
kitchens, modern conveniences, diet, recreation, aesthetics, dietetics, public schools, meals, and-{)f course----canning. Ross planned
a mother-daughter canning project, instruction on chick raising,
and a home-building contest. In 1916, the study program under
Ross's successor, Gail Ritchie, even included suggestions for "a
Baby week campaign," care and feeding of the sick, laundry and
other items, as well as the favorite-canning. The ambitious women
promised to make available Cornell College reading lists for study
programs for women's clubs. The circulars so busily prepared during the first two years, slavishly copied plans worked out by agents
in the East. The projects strongly reflected the interests of the
country life advocates in raising rural life to the level of city life
by encouraging adoption of home economics. Only in this way, the
reformers believed, could rural women achieve the status of urban
women. 16
From the establishment of the New Mexico Agricultural Extension Service in 1914, the staff officials realized that their success
in a bilingual state depended upon their ability to recruit bilingual
agents. A. C. Cooley, in his state leader report for 1915, admitted
they were having difficulty reaching the Hispanic majority. "It is
almost impossible to find properly trained Mexicans capable of
filling a county agent's position," he wrote, "and it seems equally
as hard to find an American who speaks Spanish and understands
the Mexican people." Ross, in her report for 1915, also noted the
difficulty in organizing a population that seemed scattered and
transient and where "only a minority of the population ... are
. being served by the extension worker who speaks no Spanish. "17
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Agricultural agents who spoke Spanish were soon hired for the
predominantly Spanish-speaking counties. Some county commissioners stated in their agreements that agents must be Spanish
speaking. By the end of World War I, there were numerous Hispanic agents and several bilingual Anglo agents. The problem was
not as easily solved with home demonstration agents, because there
was only one, and it seemed to be assumed that the one must be
Anglo and not necessarily Spanish speaking. By 1916, however,
agent Ritchie was hoping to get an assistant who might help make
demonstrations in Spanish. At the end of June 1916, Ritchie reported she was still trying to find ways to assist "the native women
in making their home life pleasanter but just what course is best
to pursue has not yet been decided. "18
The war finally galvanized the extension service into expanding
its outreach to Hispanic women. That happened, however, only
because federal and state legislation passed following the declaration of war in early April 1917 appropriated huge sums of money
to the Agricultural College for agricultural programs. In less than
six weeks, work more than doubled and, as state leader Cooley
reported, "There was a sudden right-about-face in attention to food
production and conservation." The service hired twelve temporary
home demonstration agents in June 1917. One of them was Gertrude Espinosa of Santa Fe. In 1917, Espinosa became assistant in
club work, and a second Spanish-speaking woman, Mrs. S. Van
Vleck, was added as home demonstrator in February 1918. These
two women provided the main services to Spanish-speaking women
with the part-time assistance of Spanish-speaking male agents. 19
From the beginning, county agents felt the burdens of working
in a state like New Mexico. The Anglo population was a mixture
of migrants from many states and foreign countries who seemed
transient and unstable. Many farmers knew little about irrigation
and dry land farming. Families had paid exorbitant prices for their
land and now, dissatisfied and discouraged, they wanted to sell and
get out. Thousands more had come for their health. Real estate
sharks and grafters seemed to abound. People needed to have faith
in the country, wrote one agent, and get the "home-making spirit."
Like other Anglos before them, some agents had little respect for
the Hispanics who were stable and had learned not to demand
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more than the land could produce with simple tools. Hispanics,
Cooley wrote at the end of 1915, had some of the best land but
still farmed "in a very primitive way." Agents were determined to
reach the Hispanic population and improve their "primitive methods of farming. "20
It was difficult at first for agents to understand why farmers
should not wish immediately to accept their advice. "The Spanish
speaking people were hard to work with in boys and girls clubs,"
wrote one, "as they do not understand the work and are naturally
suspicious of every new movement." As agents came to know their
constituents better, a few began to analyze the reasons for the
suspicions of the Hispanic community. Hispanics did not trust outside people because of past bad experiences. "In no place where
the majority of the farmers are Mexicans," wrote R. C. Stewart,
agricultural agent for Bernalillo County, "can one begin to show
results with less than a year's work. These people have often been
unfairly treated by the better educated classes and are therefore
skeptical of anyone who tries to work with them, until they come
to know him, and something about the work that is being undertaken."21
Next to trust, an inability to invest in new tools was probably
the most important reason why Hispanics did not respond as quickly
as Anglo farm families to .suggestions. Whether new devices for
spraying insects or glass canning jars, Hispanic families could not
immediately experiment with new equipment that might not work.
Rather, they waited for someone else to take the risk.
They were much more likely to invest their meagre resources
in new equipment once a method was proven successful. Still, trust
must certainly have been the key element, for the Hispanic agent
in San Miguel County reported organizing Hispanic farmers there
with no difficulty. 22
What the Hispanic agents did naturally because of their shared
culture, Anglo agents often had to learn by trial and error. The
experience with the boys and girls clubs was perhaps the best
example of this fact. The organization of rural boys and girls into
project clubs was a major part of the extension outreach program.
In fact, the federal government considered the training of farm
children so important that by 1916 the Las Cruces headquarters
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county agents had been ordered to spend one-fourth of their time
organizing young people. This was far more time than that devoted
to the organizing of adults. The influence of this early organizing
effort nation-wide can best be seen in the figures of the United
States Department of Agriculture. By 1914, more than 270,000
rural girls were already enrolled in clubs. By 1930, 41 percent of
all rural girls were being reached by extension agents. By 1938,
63 percent of all New Mexico youths eleven years or older were
enrolled in clubs, a majority of them girls. By the end of 1918,
5000 New Mexico youths were already in clubs. 23
Actually, some 1000 boys and girls had already been organized
in 40 rural clubs by 1913, but according to the first annual report
of the agricultural extension office, these early clubs had "not been
a great success." Under the new service, agents and a state-wide
club leader worked through teachers to spread the club concept
and to enroll local volunteer leaders to work with the young people
during the summer months when most teachers returned to their
homes. Eventually, many areas obtained additional appropriations
from county commissions or school boards to hire summer organizers. The volunteer system continually caused problems for county
agents, and those who were able to find funds for paid organizers
seemed the most successful in maintaining the interest of the new
club members. 24
Agents had particular problems in Hispanic communities because the general distrust was transferred to the club organizers.
Once agents discovered that they must explain the clubs to the
parents before proceeding, things became easier. This was quite
different from Anglo communities where the agents often organized
the children first in the schools, and the students then helped
interest their parents in extension projects. There were a few exceptions. In Old Mesilla, for example, the Anglo teacher in 1917
organized seventeen Spanish-speaking girls into a club that did
outstanding needlework, canned, and even gave a concert to win
an award as champion club in the state. In the town of San Miguel,
just south of Las Cruces, Senora Rodriguez, described by the agent
as the "most cultured and influential lady in the town," became
club leader. The distrust may have reflected an alienation from
schools that frequently had Anglo teachers, some of whom spoke
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no Spanish, but close supervision by Hispanic parents of children
seemed to be the crucial element. 25
While meetings with parents helped cle,ar the way for enrolling
young Hispanic people in the clubs, the distrust persisted. During
the war, it even increased'in some areas. Catherine Pritchett, who
worked in Socorro County in 1918, found: "At San Juan and La
Joya the parents persist in the belief that the government has some
sinister motive and that the children after finishing a course are to
be taken from them." In Sierra County, parents thought club work
would make children liable to military service. 26
The problem of hiring sufficient Spanish-speaking demonstrators
and club workers was never solved during the war. Valencia County
commissioners had stipulated that a Spanish-speaking woman be
employed as soon as possible, yet at the end of 1918, the home
demonstration leader reported it had been impossible to hire one.
The service tried to recruit Puerto Ricans and Mexicans and were
turned down by their one Spanish-speaking applicant because the
salary was too low. The service did think it best for Hispanics to
have "workers of their own race"; in fact, Anglo women did urge
families to plan for more education for girls, who seldom had more
than primary education, but the service could only urge Spanishspeaking girls to finish high school and then take home economics
classes. Since social and economic conditions made this difficult,
the urgings were unlikely to be successful. 27
This meant that not only young farm daughters but also their
mothers could not be reached to teach them canning. Still important contact occurred. While some daughters were learning English
in schools, many still could not read and write English, but a
majority of all the women did read Spanish. Therefore translations
began on the county level rather early, and agents adjusted to
women's needs. In Socorro, the home demonstration agent reported in 1917: "The natives practice canning very little, but as a
result of the meetings and demonstrations many were induced to
can and dry products that in the past had gone to waste." Espinosa
translated club circulars on cooking, sewing, and poultry into Spanish as well as instructions for keeping records so that mothers could
understand the club movement. She spoke to groups of parents
before organizing their sons and daughters and also gave demon-
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strations. In 1918 alone, agents gave 162 demonstrations in Spanish
in seven counties and visited more than 300 homes of Hispanic
women. 28
Agents and demonstrators also adjusted their methods of giving
demonstrations. Hispanic women, unlike Anglo women, did not
feel at home in school houses or public buildings. They also preferred meeting without Anglo women. "It is not possible to combine
demonstrations for English and Spanish-speaking people even when
they can all be reached by one language," wrote one agent, "because
the Spanish-speaking people will not come to a meeting called for
both. They are very retiring and can best be reached in small
groups." At Sandoval, agents gave successful demonstrations at a
farmer's picnic. Usually, however, they gave demonstrations at homes.
Wrote one agent: "to reach the native women especially it is necessary to lay aside much of the formality of presentation that might
otherwise accompany demonstration work. "29
Virtually no written descriptions exist of these small meetings
where Spanish-speaking demonstrators introduced Hispanic women
to canning. One glimpse came from an agent who wrote of Van
Vleck's canning demonstrations in Valencia: "It is interesting to
visit Mrs. Van Vleck in her work and see the native women come
with black shawls over their heads, roll their cigarettes and smoke
as they stand about the table where the demonstrator is working."
Many Hispanic women did learn to can during the war years. In
Valencia, where Van Vleck distributed 10,000 tomato plants to women,
Hispanic women busily canned the entire crop. If they did not
literally meet English-speaking women over the canning kettle,
Hispanic women did can large quantities of vegetables during the
war years where demonstrators reached them. They were eager to
learn and adopt new ideas when agents adapted methods to their
needs. 30
The home demonstrators, however, reached far more of the female Anglo minority than the Hispanic majority, thus making it
appear that Anglo women took up canning more enthusiastically
than did Hispanic women. Yet responses from Anglo women varied
widely, usually depending on their previous experience. In San
Juan County, for example, home demonstration agent Eva Fuchs
discovered five Mormon women who canned 1,000 quarts a season.
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Mormon women were prodigious canners, staging neighborhood
bees in Utah where they canned collectively, and agents obviously
had little to teach them. Other women resented the agents' claim
to expertise. In Curry County, the older women told the agent:
"[we] economized all our lives; what is the use to study Home
Economics?" Elsewhere, women responded enthusiastically to the
agent's demonstrations. At Alto in Lincoln County, where women
knew nothing of canning, they came eagerly over long distances
to learn. 31
Early demonstrations went forward rapidly under the guidance
of the home economics agents. During her year as demonstrator,
Ross estimated traveling 17,978 miles, addressing almost 7,000
men and women at 162 meetings, distributing 2,370 bulletins and
circulars, answering 445 letters, giving 102 demonstrations, visiting
60 farm homes, writing 43 articles for publication, aiding 32 organizations, and making 30 telephone calls. These early public
demonstrations attracted many Anglos who considered them entertaining. Whe,n Ritchie took over in 1916, she organized threeday sessions in Chavez, Colfax, Eddy, and Torrance counties, as
well as demonstrated and lectured in school houses and small home
groups. Agen'ts conducted most demonstrations with middle-aged
women, and even though almost all had been to school, as one
agent reported, "these have in most cases gotten out of the way of
stQdying from books or taking instructions as given in public schools
so the information given to them must be made very concrete. It
is the aim of the demonstrator always to make herself one of the
group of women among whom she is working and to try to see the
problem from their standpoint. "32
Despite the shared Anglo language and culture, demonstrators
found that organizing clubs through the schools was the best way
to interest parents in their work. Agricultural agents seemed to
welcome the emphasis on club work. Wrote one: "it is much easier
to work with willing, active and susceptible young minds than with
set, old and indifferent ones." Thus the establishment of clubs was
not an independent work but one integrally related to teaching the
women in a community. 33
The Extension Service initially organized eight types of clubs:
gardening, poultry, pig, calf, rabbit, field crops, cooking, and sew-
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ing. Agents apparently rigidly separated these clubs by sex, though
club workers seldom mentioned the sex of members in each club.
Through 1916, agents enrolled boys in gardening, field crops, rabbit; calf (only one of each of these clubs existed in 1916), and pig
clubs. Catherine Pritchett was the only demonstrator to question
this sexual segregation in writing. "I have had occasion to wonder
why girls are not included as members of pig clubs," she wrote in
1918, "I believe they would have more stick-to-itiveness than their
brothers." Such gender consciousness seldom surfaced, however.
Neither girls nor women received much help for their agricultural
needs through the extension service. One exception seemed to be
poultry clubs that were open to boys and girls and where the
majority may have been girls. In 1916, poultry clubs were the most
frequently organized (39), although sewing clubs outdistanced them
in numbers enrolled (364 to 313). The highest producers in the
poultry clubs that year were 4 girls who raised turkeys and chicks.
Since poultry raising was a common way farm women earned income in New Mexico at the time, these clubs must have been an
important source of information for farm women. 34
New Mexico reported no separate canning clubs in 1916, as did
Arizona, for example, which enrolled 313 girls in 23 canning clubs.
Agents did give club demonstrations in canning in the canning
season of 1915 and reported that letters indicated "an awakened
interest in home canning," but organization of girls into canning
clubs did not make much headway until the war years. 35 Then work
in canning by girls expanded rapidly as the New Mexico Council
of Defense took up the problem of food preservation. The Council
set aside funds to hire additional home economics specialists to
preach the gospel of food conservation and mobilized women all
over the state to help encourage the prospect. Additional funding
enabled the extension service to add twelve women to supervise
demonstrations and transferred Espinosa to full-time club work.
By the end of 1917, girls were being enrolled in canning clubs and
demonstrators reported they canned 2,438 quarts of fruit and vegetables, at an average estimated value of 33 cents per jar and a
cost of 9 cents per jar. During 1918, girls in 78 canning clubs
produced more than 16,000 quarts of food. 36
That year saw a great flourishing of the canning activities by
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young women and the beginning of a folklore about their amazing
feats. These "canning stories" featured both young girls and women
as their heroines. Young May Cribb of Roosevelt County, for example, was reported as doing all the home canning and showing
her neighbors how to cold pack after joining a canning club at the
Benson School house. At a statewide Mother-Daughter Congress
held in Albuquerque in June 1918, teams of girls put on canning
demonstrations in Spanish and English. Although some parents
forbade their children to participate in club projects, generally the
enthusiasm of the young people helped agents interest mothers in
extension work. A Clovis demonstrator reported that county women
and girls there preserved 15,000 quarts of food in 1918.J7
Agents depended on clubs and schools in New Mexico to reach
women because there were no rural women's organizations that
agents could use to further their organizing efforts. The state had
few farm organizations of any kind when agricultural extension
began in 1914 although the Agricultural College had conducted
Farmer's Institutes. State leader Cooley reported in 1915: "The
work is so new to the people here that it was thought a county
organization or farm bureau would be more of a hindrance than a
help, so no effort was made to perfect an organization in the county
before placing an agent. "38
Home demonstrators did call on urban women's clubs for support
in club extension work. Ross clearly hoped for some sort of urbanrural alliance that would enable her to utilize organized urban
women to reach unorganized women. In southern New Mexico,
Ross visited clubs at La Union and Anthony and began a county
federation of women. In Colfax, the agent interested county commissioners in club work by having the women's club request a paid
club leader. The county commission subsequently hired a Raton
High School domestic science teacher for $75 a month to conduct
club work. During the war, women's clubs and the Women's Auxiliary of the State Council of Defense joined hands to promote
preservation of food, and wherever women's clubs existed they
rallied patriotically to the call to can. 39
As the agricultural agents began to organize the male farmers,
they usually ignored women. Most male agents organized the men
first; female agents waited until the men were organized before
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beginning to organize the women. There Was considerable diversity
in how the women were to be organized as the experience from
the three counties-Dona Ana, Colfax, and Curry-demonstrated. 40 Curry County early established a goal of organizing 600
men and women into a Farm Bureau. In Curry County, women
were economically active raising many chickens and turkeys for
the market, and these activities may have affected their early consideration. "Women are responsive," wrote the agent, "are glad to
be permitted to belong to the Farm Bureau organization and are
willing to act as local demonstrators."41
In Colfax, an energetic agent who worked with the women's club
to obtain successful passage of a Clean Milk Ordinance also organized women. Although the men organized first as the Colfax County
Farm and Live Stock Bureau, this agent quickly formed a woman's
committee and established local units in all parts of the county.
She set up special meetings for men and women where information
about common agricultural interests could be shared and special
meetings for women where prenatal and child care were a part of
the program. Here too, agents treated women as a separate group
within the organization, and as having special interests. There was,
however, an attempt to make them an active if separate part of the
organization. 42
In Dona Ana, women apparently played an important role in
organizing the County Farm Bureau. H. H. Brook, county agent,
wrote: "The ladies are very willing and anxious to help and are
going to be a strong factor in making the Farm Bureau a success."
With the support of Women's Auxiliary of the State Council of
Defense, the Farm Bureau took over county food conservation
while the auxiliary operated in Las Cruces. The group planned
exchanges oflocal products between country growers and city women,
helped get one of the Farm Bureau's five rooms set aside as a
"Ladies Rest Room" for farm women, and generally tried to carry
out Ross's vision of a rural-urban coalition of organized women.
Yet, even in Dona Ana, women in the Farm Bureau were not
conceived of as mutual economic partners in agricultural production but as women contributing through their "home" work and
men through their "farm" work. As in other counties, those women
who conceived of or practiced direct agricultural production must
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have found themselves in an anomalous position, uncomfortable in
the male groups and uninterested in the female groups. 43
There is no breakdown of sex of the 2,693 Home Bureau members who had joined the ten clubs formed in New Mexico by the
end of 1918. It seems likely that women were a small minority
since agricultural agents still considered furthering home demonstration and club work a small part of their responsibilities. Home
economics agents planned to take up canning demonstrations as a
major project in 1919, but staff cuts reduced the twelve demonstration agents to four, the state Defense Council closed its offices,
and federal funding also declined. It is difficult to tell if women
could have done better had they organized independently. Such
individual organizations never seemed an option. Both male and
female agents expected rural women to be a part of the male dominated organizations. Farm Bureaus were not involved directly in
politics. Farmers were intensely political in most areas of New
Mexico, but Farm Bureaus, established by and with support of
federally and stated funded extension agents, were far different
from the earlier populist or socialist farmer's organizations. The
government may not have explicitly developed Farm Bureaus in
opposition to these more radical farmer's groups, but they did make
it possible for the government to introduce agricultural reform
without radical political change. As such, Farm Bureau organizing
was very much a part of the progressive search for political order
in the early decade of the twentieth century. 44
War brought the climax of the first phase of agricultural extension
work among the women of New Mexico just as the women's suffrage
movement was also reaching its high tide of political influence.
Women suffragists clearly envisioned meeting Hispanic women at
the ballot box as well as at the canning kettle, but the imagery of
the progressive women's movement had been cast in the ideology
of motherhood and domestic science, thus the canning kettle was
not so much a contradictory image as one that would help strengthen
the bonds of womanhood across cultures. Indian women were always poorly integrated into the movement, but there were more
than token efforts to join Hispanic and Anglo women together, at
the ballot box as well as over the cann'ing kettle. The first statewide
Mother-Daughter Congress had demonstrations in Spanish as well
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as English, and while only a few Hispanic and even fewer Indian
women were involved in the canning process, the image seemed
appropriate to the new upsurge in female leadership. The impulse
to meet as women was part of the exclusion of middle-class women
from male organizational activities in the progressive era and women's attempt to find a constituency among their gender. 45
Almost concurrently with the flowering ofcanning in the summer
of 1918 came the outbreak of influenza in New Mexico. It brought
a sobering reminder of the divisions among women, for Hispanic
and Indian women suffered far more than did Anglo women. Historians are still not sure why. Rural poverty was apparently intensified by the war, for although commercial farmers made money
selling needed foodstuffs, subsistence farmers did not. A two-year
drought beginning in 1916 brought severe wheat shortages in some
areas of New Mexico. Cattle owners were able to ship out cattle
and trim losses, but dry farming crops were a failure and shortages
drove up food prices. 46
Agents reported the devastation in their annual reports. "In our
Spanish-American sections people died by the hundreds," reported
Van Vleck. In Valencia County, she wrote, the epidemic of Spanish
influenza had been very bad; "many of the native people's condition
was very bad and many deaths ... resulted." She and other demonstration agents helped the Red Cross by establishing soup kitchens. 47 Four agricultural agents died, three of them Hispanic, and
several demonstration agents became ill. After the first two weeks
in September, the state government banned all public gatherings,
and most home demonstration agents returned to Las Cruces to
complete office work.
Demonstrators did not speculate in their reports how availability
of food or nutrition might have affected the Hispanic population.
There are hints, however, that grain shortages might have affected
rural resistance to disease. One report noted the inability of demonstrators to reach the really poor Hispanic women in the summer
of 1918 and noted that many people suffered "on account of their
inability to change their food habits." Another agent reported that
as the shortage of wheat became acute in summer 1918, merchants
began stocking soybean flour as a substitute, but Hispanic women
did not know how to use it. The agent then set up demonstrations
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and reported: "It was necessary to teach the use of this product
before there could be any sale. "48
How can this slender evidence be evaluated? It is possible that
had demonstrators been able to work more extensively in Hispanic
areas and had a more flexible training program developed that
Hispanic women might have coped more successfully with the
drastic changes in food supply the war created. There were probably many reasons why more Hispanics than Anglos died, but nutrition was certainly a factor in making one part of the rural population
more resistant than another. Since no rural relief existed, the rural
poor suffered disproportionately.
Much easier to evaluate is the influence of the spread of home
economics to the rural Anglo population. When the extension service began in 1914, almost seventy-five years had passed since
Catharine Beecher published her Treatise in Domestic Economy
in 1841. In somewhat the same way that Beecher defined the role
for women within the household, home demonstration agents defined a new role for rural women. Agents hoped to raise the status
of rural women homemakers by introducing domestic science to
these women. In doing so, however, agents also more firmly entrenched a dual sphere model for girls and women, with federal,
state, and county governments supporting roles to which farm women
had rarely subscribed. Although, as Julie Jeffrey notes, the canon
of domesticity followed women out to the frontier in the years after
Beecher wrote, farm women remained much more free ofthe bonds
of womanhood than their urban sisters. They were economic contributors to the farm economy, not only through their domestic
work and food preservation, but also through participating in food
production. Their role as food producers received relatively little
attention by agricultural extension. The urban ideology codified
their role as consumers while agricultural change focused more and
more on ways to make the male farmer more agriculturally productive. 49
It remained for the country life movement of the progressive
era to raise these ideals to government policy. In the era that
. historians have come to see as a search for order, canning and the
training of rural women as homemakers must take their places as
another essential element. 50 If domesticity allowed the Jacksonians
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to get on with economic and geographical expansion, allowing stability within the home to absorb many of the costs of an industrializing nation, so too later rural domesticity encouraged farm
women to absorb the costs of agricultural instability by ensuring
that the rural family would be provided for within a context of
expanding commercial agriculture and increasing dependence on
the national market. Canning would make farm families self-suffieent at the same time that they became more dependent on
commercial agriculture. The pattern was most clear in Anglo families by 1919. It had only a limited influence on Hispanic families
before the 1930s when the New Deal would take up and expand
the ideals to Hispanic and native American farm families. The
canning kettle, then, can be seen as the symbol of sisterhood but
also a symbol of a special and essential sphere within the maledominated rural culture.
Ironically, as reformers brought education for domesticity to rural
women, urban women were abandoning many of their previous
practices regarding food preservation. The per capita output of
commercial canneries, which had remained almost constant between 1899 and 1909, began to rise during the very decade that
rural women were being encouraged to can a greater amount of
their food supply. Ruth Schwartz Cowan has remarked of the urban
middle class that by the mid-1920s "home canning was on its way
to becoming a lost art." As urban schools shifted the emphasis in
economics to consumerism, reformers preached the doctrine of
scientific homemaking with greater enthusiasm and with the financial support of the federal government. A similar movement
was taking place with the southern rural white population. And
because southern states would not match federal funds for black
programs, private philanthropy rather than the federal government
took the same message to black children through industrial teachers
s~uch as the Jeanes teachers. "Corn and tomato" clubs provided the
equivalent of boys and girls gardening and canning clubs. 51
Even in rural areas, the canning kettle was an outmoded symbol
even before Henderson chose it for New Mexico women in 1919.
The open canning kettle had already largely been replaced by cold
pack canning. The pressure cooker had been introduced and would
spread rapidly after 1919. Still, the image lingers, a powerful sym-
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bol of the ideal of sisterhood, the witches' caldron transformed into
a canning kettle, emblem of a common culture, around which
women could meet and learn from one another.
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has lessened the effectiveness of agricultural extension programs more recently
in developing nations. See Kathleen A. Staudt, "Women Farmers and Inequities
in Agricultural Services," Rural Africana 29 (Winter 1975-76): 81-94, and "Class
and Sex in the Politics of Women Farmers," Journal of Politics 41 (May 1979):
492-512.
44. Robert W. Larson, New Mexico Populism: A Study of Radical Protest in a
Western Territory (Boulder: Colorado Associated University Press, 1974); James
R. Green, Grass-Roots Socialism: Radical Movements in the Southwest, 18951943 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1978). For socialism in New Mex-
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ico, see an unpublished paper by David Hutchinson, "A Note on Socialism in
New Mexico," Special Collections, NMSU.
45. For attempts at Anglo-Hispanic cooperation see Joan M. Jensen, '''Disfranchisement is a Disgrace': New Mexico Women and Politics, 1900-1940," New
Mexico Historical Review [NMHR] 56 Ganuary 1981): 5-35.
46. For a review of the effect of the epidemic on one Native American community, see Pam Bunte and Richard Stoffie, "The 1918 Flu Epidemic and Southern
Paiute Territorial Re-arrangement," Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of
the American Society for Ethnohistory, Colorado Springs, 1981. Also see Richard
Melzer, "A Dark and Terrible Moment: The Spanish Flu Epidemic of 1918 in
New Mexico," NMHR Guly 1982): 213-36.
47. Annual Report of State Leader of Home Demonstration Agents, 1918,
NMCAAES, Annual Reports, NA T876, Reel 2.
48. Fourth Annual Report of Cooperative Extension Work, Year Ending June
30, 1918; Annual Report of State Leader of Home Demonstration Agents, 1918,
NMCAAES, Annual Reports, NA T876, Reel 2.
49. Concepts of domesticity are explored. in Kathryn Kish Sklar, Catharine
Beecher: A Study in American Domesticity (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1973), and Julie Roy Jeffrey, Frontier Women: The Trans-Mississippi West, 18401880 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1979).
50. Robert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1967), and Ellis W. Hawley, The Great War and the Search for a Modern
Order: A History of the American People and Their Institutions, 1917-1933 (New
York: St. Martin's, 1979), explore these concepts but do not apply them to rural
policy.
51. Margaret G. Reid, Economics of Household Production (New York: J. Wiley
and Sons, 1934), p. 55; Ruth Schwartz Cowan, "Two Washes in the Morning and
a Bridge Party at Night: The American Housewife Between the Wars," Women's
Studies 3 (1976): 160-61; James D. Anderson, "Northern Foundations and the
Shaping of Southern Black Rural Education, 1902-1935," History of Education
Quarterly 18 (Winter 1978): 371-97; Lance G. E. Jones, The Jeanes Teacher in
the United States, 1908-1933 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1937).

THE HISTORY OF WOMEN IN NEW MEXICO:
A SELECTIVE GUIDE TO PUBLISHED SOURCES

CHERYL

J.

FOOTE

The following bibliography is not intended to be comprehensive; rather, it is
designed to indicate the scope of published materials available for the study of
the history of women in New Mexico. Certain bodies of material have been
omitted. These include the diaries and other accounts written by men who came
to New Mexico as traders, with the military, as government officials, or as visitors.
Although most of these accounts mention women, they tend to do so only in
passing. Also omitted are recent books that are highly sensationalized accounts
about notorious western women. Generally, these present no new material or.
interPretations, and consequently they seem less worthy of inclusion than other
sources.
Many other useful sources have not been included due to space limitations. The
reader is advised to consult the bibliographies and notes that appear in the general
works cited below. New Mexico Magazine has many articles of interest, as does El
Palacio, which is particularly strong on materials about artists and writers. New Mexico
Historical Review also includes items other than those cited here. The Review staff
has compiled a list of these materials that is available upon request.
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WOMEN ON THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI FRONTIER:
A REVIEW ESSAY

JULIE ROY JEFFREY

,

WESTERING WOMEN AND THE FRONTIER EXPERIENCE, 1800-1915. By Sandra L.
Myres. Foreword by Howard Lamar. Histories of the American Frontier. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982. Pp. 352. lUus., notes, index.
$19.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.
IN AN 1836 ISSUE OF THE Western Literary Journal and Monthly Review, a poem
entitled "The Mothers of the West" appeared that acidly pointed to the neglect
of women's roles in settling the West. Only if the women had "borne and nursed
a band of ingrates or slaves" rather than a nation of free citizens would such
indifference have been understandable, the writer observed critically. Another
poem in the magazine, '~The Pioneer Mothers," tried to set the record straight
by praising those hardy women who had gone forth to help create "a nation in
the wilds of the West ... with a devotedness and singleness of purpose."\ But,
despite poetic attempts to credit women for their participation in the western
experience, neglect rather than attention to women has certainly characterized
frontier history. Only recently have historians begun to investigate the lives of
pioneer women. Sandra Myres's Westering Women and the Frontier Experience,
1800-1915, part of the prestigious Histories of the American Frontier series,
symbolizes the coming of age of a new field in western history. 2
Myres builds upon the publications on western women that have appeared
during the last five years. Some of these, like the studies by Glenda Riley and
Joanna Stratton, focus on women in one state. Others explore one aspect of the
western experience, like the overland trip, or a certain group of frontier women,
like Chicanas, blacks, or prostitutes. 3 In this volume, Myres pulls together much
of this material. She also goes on to offer a critique of one of the major new
interpretations most forcefully expressed in the work of John Faragher and Lillian
Schlissel. 4 Yet she sha~es the concerns that have sparked the research of the last
few years. She is determined to remedy the neglect, to illuminate the contributions women have made to the settling of the frontier. This means shifting
attention away from public events to study the private world of the family. It also
forces the historian to see the process of community building as involving more
than the establishment oHormal institutions but also the creation ofinformal social
networks and informal institutions. Like Riley and Marion Goldman, Myres also
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grapples with casual but misleading images of pioneer women that are deeply
imbedded in American culture: the image of the helpless, tearful heroine, the
gentle civilizer (though still fearful and vulnerable), and the bad woman. All three
distort the reality of women's lives on the frontier, she argues. More seriously,
perhaps, the first two images imply that women are frail and in need of male
protection, a position that Myres rejects.
Like most other historians of women in the West, Myres focuses on ordinary
white middle class women. An abundant amount of primary material written by
these women exists (her footnotes are a goldmine for researchers), and there is
no reason, she points out, for discussing frontier women without listening to them
speak for themselves. Myres does acknowledge that the very act of writing made
her sources somewhat unusual. But, using the evidence of the writing itself, its
lack of polish, punctuation, and proper spelling, she argues convincingly that
these women were, in fact, "fairly typical ofwestering Americans in the nineteenth
century."
Throughout her study, Myres is sensitive to the forms that women have used
to describe their experiences. Indeed, a consideration ofform is essential if sources
are to be used properly, she suggests. Overland trail diaries, for example, belong
to a recognized diary type, the travel diary. They were often composed with an
audience in mind that led to the omission of certain material. They share other
characteristics in terms of style and content. Reminiscences, usually written long
after the events described, also followed certain set patterns. Writers often added
events just because they were an expected part of the form. Thus, these sources
must be used cautiously.
Although white middle class women form the center of her study, Myres has
also incorporated material on Native American, French, Hispanic, and black women
in her study. Women, her point seems to be, have been omitted from frontier
history for too long. But it is not enough to include only some of the women who
settled the West, nor is it adequate to describe non-white and non-Anglo women
only from one perspective. 5 Most other historians who have been examining
western women have agreed. To date, Myres seems most successful in the task
of integration. Although she is hampered by meager sources, she skillfully utilizes
anthropological and ethnographic reports and oral histories to provide a sense of
other women and their perspectives. Her section of white women's responses to
Native Americans, for example, is balanced by her discussion of Native American
perceptions of white women. Overall, her treatment highlights the difficulties all
women had in discarding the negative stereotypes they held of one another.
Myres has an ambitious list of questions that shape her investigation of western
women. She asks what preconceptions pioneer women had of the wilderness and
its inhabitants and how their views changed as they confronted reality. What
adaptations did frontier life encourage, she wonders. Did women come to a new
understanding of their family and community roles in the West? Finally, how did
women's reactions and adaptations to frontier life differ from men's? Two basic
concerns seem to lie at the heart of these questions. One derives from Turner's
argument that the frontier was a powerful agent of change. The second stems
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from work in women's history that has explored the distinctive female culture
that emerged in the nineteenth century. 6
As Myres discusses women's preconceptions and actual responses to the wilderness and its inhabitants, she emphasizes the basic similarities between the
sexes. While men tended to be more feisty than women, both learned to modify
inaccurate images when confronted with reality. Their attitudes toward nature,
Hispanics, poor whites, Native Americans, and Mormons derived from the larger
culture, not from their sex. There is "little evidence," Myres concludes, that
"women were any less, or more, vehement in their feelings and statements than
were men."
As for the notion that the frontier was an agent of change, Myres stresses the
ways in which the frontier demanded flexibility and adaptation on the part of
women. Indeed, she argues women had to be especially flexible since they were
so often ill prepared for reality. Guidebooks, she shows, told men what to take
to do their work on the trail and even what to wear, but generally neglected
women. Indeed, their recommendations on cooking equipment were so marginal
that they actually made women's work more difficult. Books of household advice
similarly neglected to provide frontier readers with the kind of information that
was pertinent to their lives.
Although Myres does not believe that emigrants threw off their culture, she
does emphasize change. She sees women winning esteem from their families for
their contributions to survival. She shows women moving out of the family circle
to take an active part in community life, "unlike many of their Eastern sisters."
Indeed, she claims in western communities the "tradition of women's non-participation in community affairs was changed and modified." New opportunities
and a new sense of female self worth also resulted from the frontier experience.
In her preface, Myres states that her book is "intended not as women's history
but as frontier history." Women's history, she implies, distorts reality by lifting
women out of their social context. Women and men together settled the frontier
and should be considered together. Myres goes on to attack "feminist historians"
who turn out to be John Faragher, Christine Stansell, and Lillian Schlissel. These
historians, she claims, have pictured women as "exploited drudges" and have
embellished traditional images of frontier women with "psychoanalytical overtones."
Myres's refusal to write women's history and her distaste for what she calls
feminist history (her use of the term is certainly debatable) has resulted, however,
in a somewhat imbalanced view of frontier women. Basically, Myres does not
much concern herself with nineteenth-century female culture, its norms, values,
or concerns. Yet it is precisely the investigation into woman's sphere that has been
a major focus for women's history in the last decade. Lillian Schlissel's account of
the overland journey demonstrates how new concerns can lead to a more sensitive
understanding of a much-described event. Goldman's study of Nevada prostitutes
shows how"soiled doves" also shared certain of the norms and values imbedded
in female culture. This perspective enriches her analysis of the sporting life and
its links to the larger world. A consideration of women's cultural universe does
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not necessarily mean a neglect of similarities between the sexes although Myres
may think it does. Nor does it means that women must be pictured as drudges.
But it does suggest that it is impossible to understand women's lives without
attention to their values, concerns, friendships, and habits.
Because Myres does not really consider the implications of this research, some
ofher observations raise troubling questions. Why, for example, did women prefer
conciliation and negotiation -in dealing with Indians rather than confrontation?
Why were women squeamish about using buffalo chips? Why did women write
the most violent anti-Mormon tracts? Why did they probably feel "freer to express
their emotions than men"? Did women derive satisfaction from making their
primitive homes cozy only because they had proved their ingenuity? It seems as
if the answers to these and other questions involves some consideration of female
norms and values. It is actually nO surprise, for example, to find that women led
the attack on polygamy since monogamous marriage was their chief source of
esteem, identity, and power. As Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote, polygamy was "a
slavery which debases and degrades womanhood, rrwtherhood, andfamily."8 Surely,
women occupied themselves in decorating their first homes partly because of the
symbolic meaning of home and woman's central place in it. 9 In her discussion of
women's journeys on the overland trails, Myres acknowledges that background,
family, education, and the rigors of travel all shaped individual responses. Surely
sex ought to be another variable.
Myres points out in her preface that she has not attempted to compare women's
lives on the frontier with women's lives in the East or South. She suggests that
this work needs to be done, and she is right. Without a comparative framework,
it is hard to evaluate her argument that western women somehow freed themselves
from some of the strictures of eastern norms. She certainly provides ample evidence that frontier women played active roles within their families and communities. And it is clear that female activities did often go beyond "the limited
sphere of woman's place as it was so carefully defined by the cult of true womanhood." But eastern women also ventured forth from their homes to do church
work and to take on reform and charitable causes. 1O They also expanded the
domestic sphere by taking in boarders. They, too, joined clubs that pulled them
into public life. In both the East and West, women expanded the boundaries of
their sphere during the nineteenth century. Whether, then, the West proved to
be particularly conducive to change is unclear. Certainly, Myres presents an
interesting estimate that claims the West in 1890 had the highest percentage of
women lawyers, writers, doctors, and academicians in the country. But more work
needs to be done to discern what lies behind this estimate.
As this discussion suggests, those who write about frontier women confront
some basic historical questions. No one denies that women played a significant
role in building communities and in preserving values. Glenda Riley's study of
Iuwa women highlights their economic significance. Stratton's book, which altogether lacks an interpretive framework, does, nevertheless, document the energetic contributions of Kansas women to family and state. But there is obviously
considerable disagreement over the meaning of the western experience for women
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and over the nature of the ties between East and West. Schlissel, who highlights
the cultural world of nineteenth-century women, sees emigration as an event that
ripped apart the network of female life. And although she shows women as determined and lively (unlike Faragher who gives a dismal picture of suffering
women), she finds a "dark thread of painful subservience to the authority of
husbands and fathers."" Myres disagrees with this interpretation.
Schlissel's emigrants carry culture with them, but we do not follow them into
their homes on the frontier. Glenda Riley does and finds pioneer women carving
out "new life styles" for themselves. 12 Julie Roy Jeffrey studies Methodist clergy
wives in the West and argues that they took on important pastoral duties there. 13
But, again, without a comparative framework, these conclusions about new female
departures in the West can only be tentative.
The disagreements between the historians discussed here are, of course, an
encouraging sign ofhealth. With so many sources for exploring the world offrontier
women and such a lively debate about what they mean, it is to be hoped that
many more historians of the West will venture forth into this new and challenging
field.
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BOOK NOTES
The University of Texas Press continues to reprint the works of eminent writer
and folklorist J. Frank Dobie, To date eleven books have appeared in paperback,
including Rattlesnakes ($6.95 paper) and Out of the Old Rock ($7.95 paper). The
former is a collection of stories and information about a southwestern resident.
Dobie hooks readers by beginning with accounts oflarge snakes, some reportedly
more than ten feet in length. There are innumerable tales of encounters with rattlers,
including one in which pioneer cattleman Oliver Loving was trapped between a
Comanche warparty and a large snake. All are told in typical Dobie fashion.
Out of the Old Rock is a collection of Dobie's writings compiled by his wife,
Bertha, who followed the request in Dobie's will that someone make a book of
character sketches. The characters involved range from the well-known to the
unknown~authorand artist Tom Lea, folklorist John Lomax, historian Walter Prescott Webb, trail driver W. W. Burton, wildcatter Ed Bateman, cattleman Lupe
QUijada of Chihuahua, and New Mexican Clay Allison, "Don Quixote of the SixShooter." These sketches, though published previously, do not appear in any of
Dobie's other books; all demonstrate Dobie's skill at fleshing out a character study.
Studies in Southern Presbyterian History (B. & B. Printers, Gunnison, Colo.)
collects essays appearing previously in historical journals. Historian Harold Parker
of Western State College in Gunnison is author of the essays, several of which
received awards from the Presbyterian Historical Foundation. Parker also serves
as pastor of the Lake City Presbyterian Church, and his Sermons on the Minor
Prophets is available from B. & B. Printers.
Remember the turn-of-the-century guide and travel books and the promotional
literature produced by western states to stimulate immigration and development?
The Land ofEnchantment: From Pike's Peak to the Pacific by Lilian Whitting (Sun
Books, Santa Fe, $15.00 paper), a reprint of a 1906 publication, provides a good
example ofthat genre. According to Whitting the region ofColorado, New Mexico, and
Arizona, and Southern California had "sublime and unparalled scenic sublimity"
that was "unrivalled in the world." Even the Alps and Himalayas paled by comparison. That tone is maintained throughout in descriptions of scenic attractions
supported by historical information. It is all very romantic and promotional and
provides an i~teresting example of that type of literature.
By contrast California: History of a Remarkable State by John Caughey and
Norris Hundley (Prentice-Hall, $21.95 cloth) strips away much ofthe romanticism
in the fourth edition of one of the standard histories of California. It is a broad
history that emphasizes political, economic, and social history through the decade
of the 1970s, although coverage of the post-World War II years remains brief.
Also dealing with California is Life Amongst the Modocs: Unwritten History by
Joaquin Miller with a lengthy introduction by Alan Rosenus (Urion Press of Eugene, Oregon, $7.95 paper). Miller was an eccentric nineteenth-century poet and
writer who is relatively unknown today. Life Amongst the Modocs is a fictional
account based to some degree on Miller's experiences during the 1850s; a proIndian view.

Book Reviews
AT ODDS: WOMEN AND THE FAMILY IN AMERICA FROM THE REVOLUTION TO THE
PRESENT. By Carl N. Degler. New York: Oxford University Press, 1980. Pp.
xiv, 527. $25.00 cloth; $8.95 paper.
CARL DEGLER HAS WRITTEN a clear, concise summary of the changing roles of
women from the late colonial times to the present. Drawing heavily on the
growing, if somewhat fragmented and often controversial women's studies literature, he attempts to integrate the factual material and to resolve the contradictions flowing from these various interpretations in his narrative. In addition,
Degler uses a number of primary sources-notably federal census data, current
government publications, and public opinion polls-to develop his thesis. The
plight of contemporary woman, caught between her reproductive and nurturing
role in the family cycle and the growing opportunities to enter and succeed in
the work force, is summed up in the title of the book.
Modern trends--democracy, indiVidualism, meritocracy, and the Industrial
Revolution-have placed women at odds with their role in the family. After establishing the emergence of the modern American family after the Revolution,
Degler shows how women were defined by society to fulfill the roles of wife and
mother, yet how they have striven t9 establish themselves as individuals within
and outside of such role expectations. Augmenting the important but more traditional materials treating family roles, child rearing, education, and women's
work in the home with more recent literature dealing with female sexuality,
contraception, abortion, divorce, and alternative life styles, Degler sensitively
develops the dominant theme that women sought more control over their own
lives as the nineteenth century progressed. Much of this experience is based on
sources describing white middle-class women, but he tries to lessen this bias by
integrating materials on blacks and immigrants who flowed into northern cities.
Degler uses work throughout the study to illuminate the basic inequality between men and women: "From the outset women's employment was shaped
around the family, while man's work, in a real sense, shaped the family" (p. 395).
Few questioned the importance of work and careers for men, but dominant social
attitudes were slow to change as women began to respond to the opportunities
of the Industrial Revolution by working outside the home. Working women were
paid less, protected by legislation that discriminated against their advancement,
and were denied equal opportunities on the assumption that jobs were less important to them and society than their role in the family. The greatest threat to
this traditional stereotype followed World War II when increasing numbers of
married women with young children sought careers in the work place.
The inherent contradictions between a woman's family role, career opportunity,
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and search for individuality have not been resolved. They permeated female
participation in traditional protest movements, from anti-slavery to the temperance crusade, and undercut female solidarity within the equal rights movements,
from nineteenth-century equal rights protests through the suffrage campaign and
the current effort to pass the ERA. Most women may strive for greater individual
expression, but women as a group have been far from united on how best to
balance individual aspirations, work, social roles, and the family.
Despite the clear exposition of the various themes in this book, and its important
contribution as a well-written summary of much of the literature in the field,
some reservations remain. Western historians will find little about frontier women,
aside from their being part of an overall rural experience, and there is no mention
of female roles in Indian or Hispanic culture. Because of the book's thematic
orientation, Degler relies heavily on the published census as the most important
continuous data source, with the result that his conclusions are only as strong as
the census will allow. For instance, after showing how hard times squeezed individual women out of jobs during the 1930s, he can still assert that "the Depression did not drive women out of the labor force, nor did it send them back to the
home" (p. 415). While the census reveals that there were 25.1 percent more
women in the work force in 1940 than a decade earlier, which one could attribute
to the increased demands of war, the Depression hit hardest between 1929 and
1938, which is the experience such statistics purport to describe. Summary statistics must be used with greater care. It is also unfortunate, considering how
conveniently and well Degler brings together the extensive women's studies literature, that there are only a minimum of footnotes, and an absence of a bibliography.

University of Maryland

WHITMAN H . .RIDGWAY

FRONTIERSWOMEN: THE IOWA EXPERIENCE. By Glenda Riley. Ames: Iowa State
University Press, 1981. Pp. xv, 211. lIlus., notes, bibliog., index. $18.95.
IN FRONTIERSWOMEN, GLENDA RILEY intends to refute the persistent images of
sunbonnet saints and debilitated drudges inhabiting the West of myth. Riley
succeeds in seriously challenging these and other stereotypes by examining the
lives ofIowa's women from 1830 to 1870, principally through their diaries, letters,
and memories, augmented by census reports, period newspapers, and secondary
sources.
Riley emphasizes the plural of her title throughout her book. She explores the
varying motivations and migration patterns of Iowa's early female settlers, their
interactions with Indians, and their social lives. Her two finest chapters closely
analyze women's work on the frontier, including the material culture of their
homes as workplaces, the myriad skills required of them, and the economic
importance of those women the census listed as "Not Gainfully Employed." In
spite of their prodigiously hard work, Riley denies their exploitation, arguing that
frontierswomen "did not see themselves as subordinate, marginal or auxiliary,
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. , . nor did they perceive themselves as oppressed or exploited" (p. 54). Here
and elsewhere the author honestly discusses the strengths and difficulties inherent
in her source materials, which often raise questions they cannot fully answer and
that are open to varying interpretations. Riley quite convincingly presents her
interpretation: that, in terms of their expectations, shaped by the norms of their
era and their sense ofthe temporary nature of their frontier hardships, the majority
of Iowa's frontierswomen realistically judged their lives as good. The rapid but
uneven development of the state is made abundantly clear in Riley's chapter on
women's experiences on the home front in the Civil War. Riley's juxtaposition of
the letters of a private's wife 'desperately struggling to manage the farm and several
children with the activities of a merchant's widow deeply involved in volunteer
work in town underlines the importance of class and urban/rural distinctions as
frontier society changed.
In spite of sincere effort, Riley is not as successful in challenging the myth of
the purely WASP frontier. Absence of primary source material led her to choose
to omit Native American women; although she attempted to cover black and
immigrant frontierswomen, she admits that the same problem weakens her chapter on them. Riley does not deal in' depth with the varieties of cultural sex role
expectations among immigrant women, and her lengthy discussion of the status
of blacks in Iowa, while informative, digresses from the female focus of her book.
Riley's treatment of the "Strong Minded Women" active in education, business,
and women suffrage goes far beyond "woman as civilizer" stereotypes. However,
the author rather abruptly notes the sudden collapse of the suffrage drive after
its initial victory in 1870, without commenting on the virtually simultaneous census
declaration of the end of the frontier in Iowa, at least a striking coincidence.
Since the major thrust of Riley's work is toward diversity, she does not presume
to generalize a new image of all frontierswomen from her Iowa data. However,
her book should not be dismissed as having purely local interest and significance.
The myths Riley proves inaccurate in Iowa are probably as inappropriate elsewhere, and her insistence that frontierswomen be seriously evaluated in their
own terms deserves to be heeded by historians of other frontiers. This wellresearched, clearly written book, with its lively and memorable use of individual
examples, can serve as a model for other such studies and is enjoyable, informative
reading for anyone interested in western women,

University of New Mexico

HELEN M. BANNAN

WOMEN'S DIARIES OF THE WESTWARD JOURNEY. By Lillian Schlissel. New York:
Schocken Books, 1982. Pp. 262. Illus., notes, tables, index, bibliog. $16.95.
LILLIAN SCHLISSEL'S Women's Diaries of the Westward Journey carefully analyzes
the diaries and reminiscences of 103 women who participated in the 2400-mile
overland passage from the Missouri River to the Pacific territories between 1841
and 1866. Her conclusions corroborate certain themes regarding the experience
of women on the American frontier that have appeared recently in Christiane
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Fischer's Let Them Speak for Themselves: Women in the American West (1978)
and Julie Roy Jeffrey's Frontier Women (1979). Each of these works alters our
perceptions about what life in the West was really like, pointing out minute items
of daily life that men's records have overlooked. Additionally we are made aware
that the frontier was not necessarily a "liberating" experience for women, that
though migration was a family affair, the decision to move was a man's decision;
that women "did not greet the idea of going West with enthusiasm, but rather
they worked out a painful negotiation with historical imperatives and personal
necessity" (p. 155). During the passage and on the frontier, expediency often
altered women's objective roles; nonetheless, women held on to nineteenth-century beliefs about woman's place, recreating the social fabric of a woman's sphere,
relying on close bonding with other women and separation from the men.
The particular importance of Schlissel's work is its detailed focus on a limited
time period and the express experience of the overland passage. Analysis by
specific categories of ninety-six diaries gives a composite picture of the women
involved and also points out experiences that are age-related (e.g., younger women
showed greater enthusiasm for the "new roles and broader definition of what a
woman might effectively do" [po 84]), or dependent on the time period of the
travel, background of the families, and their reasons for moving. Most important,
however, is her well-founded argument that the diaries of men and women are
not essentially alike. Women "ultimately perceived the westward trek differently"
(p. 14), particularly when it came to such things as relations with Indians, reaction
to enormous daily hardship, and to death, whether from cholera, accident, or
childbirth. Indelibly stamped on our minds after reading this book is the fact that
the legacy of these women who "were neither brave adventurers nor sunbonneted
weepers . . . was the survival of the family on the westward journey" (pp. 155,
158).

University of New Mexico

JANE SLAUGHTER

Ho FOR CALIFORNIA! WOMEN'S OVERLAND DIARIES FROM THE HUNTINGTON LIBRARY. Edited and annotated by Sandra L. Myres. San Marino, Calif.: Huntington Library, 1980. Pp. xv, 314. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $20.00.
A HARVESTYETTO REAP: A HISTORY OF PRAIRIE WOMEN. Researched and compiled
by Linda Rasmussen, Lorna Rasmussen, Candace Savage, and Anne Wheeler.
Introductory essays by Candace Savage. Toronto, Canada: Women's Press, 1976.
Pp. 240. Illus., timeline, bibliog., credits, index. $12.50.
Two RECENTLY PUBLISHED books dealing with the frontier experiences of women,
Ho for California! edited by Sandra Myres, and A Harvest Yet to Reap, edited
by a group of Canadian women, show very clearly that there is no boundary
between the frontier experiences of women in the United States and ·Canada.
And, even though the Canadian book covers a period somewhat more recent than
Myres's volume, there are many experiences the frontier women included in the
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books had in common-facing danger, bearing children and raising families under
difficult physical conditions, living with poverty or want, making do without
conveniences or professional help, and dealing with a sexism inherent in a maledominated society. Even though westering, that inexorable movement of people
across the North American continent, was an experience women and men shared,
women in the West were seldom allowed to forget that they inhabited a maledominated world.
According to Sandra Myres, our perceptions of the women who journeyed west
have been shaped by men, since most writers about the experience were men
who did not read, or who read and ignored, the journals and reminiscences of
the women who went west. The result has been the encouragement of stereotypical views of the western woman; the cure is to read what that woman wrote,
and Myres has made this possible by publishing five journals from the period
from 1849 to 1870. These accounts, taken from archival material in the Huntington
Library, acquaint the reader with travel on three routes between the more settled
parts of the country and the Pacific Coast. As we follow these narratives, we see
the countryside, we endure the hardships, and we view trail companions through
the perspective of women. These women were Mrs. Jane McDougal, who kept
a diary of a west-to-east journey through the Isthmus of Panama; Mary Stuart
Bailey and Helen Carpenter, who crossed the California Trail in the 1850s; and
Harriet Bunyard and Mrs. Maria Shrode, who travelled through Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona in 1869 and 1870. While Carpenter's account is the most
extensive and the best reading, all the diaries have a great deal to offer, and they
are meticulously edited by Myres.
A Harvest Yet to Reap grew out of research compiled for a film project, and
the book maintains its relationship with the visual arts, since it is generously
supplied with photographs. The editors of this book took quotations from manuscripts, biographies, autobiographies, letters, advice columns, and a variety of
other sources, and they placed them on pages opposite photographs and cartoons
that illustrate beautifully the point of the printed material. The result is excellent.
How useful it is, for example, to have a description of the rigors of washday
described on the one hand, and to have a picture of a frontier woman doing
washing on the open prairie on the facing page. The editors divided their material
into several sections ranging from "Moving West" through "Winning the Vote,"
and each section has an introduction that describes the general history of the
topic. While this is a book with a clearly stated feminist bias, the editors have
been willing to let their quotations and pictures speak for themselves, and they
speak eloquently.
There is a passage in My Antonia in which Willa Cather describes the prairies
of America. "There was," she wrote, "nothing but land: not a country at all, but
the material out of which countries are made." She might well have been describing the land the women in these two books dealt with-the land that some
of them helped to tame and civilize. These were the sort of women who contributed to turning land into countries. Their stories, in Ho for California! and A
Harvest Yet to Reap, increase our knowledge of the frontier experience in North
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America. These volumes show clearly the relationship between women's experiences in the United States and Canada, and they are works indicating that when
pioneers are allowed to speak for themselves, they provide us with fascinating
history.

San Jose State University

BILLIE BARNES JENSEN

WITH THESE HANDS: WOMEN WORKING ON THE LAND. By Joan M. Jensen. Old
Westbury, N. Y.: Feminist Press; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1981.
Pp. xxiii, 295. Illus., index, notes. $6.95 paper.
WE DIDN'T HAVE MUCH, BUTWE SURE HAD PLENTY: STORIES OF RURAL WOMEN.
By Sherry Thomas. Garden City, N. Y.: Anchor PresslDoubleday, 1981. Pp.
xviii, 185. Illus. $7.95 paper.
ALMOST ANYONE WHO HAS attempted to research a women's history topic will attest
to the sad fact that a lack of accessible source materials is a continuing and
overwhelming problem. Because women were often illiterate or dependent on
an oral tradition, left only scattered writing in diaries and letters, or were disregarded as unimportant by society, their sources have generally not been considered worthy of collection and preservation. These two volumes attempt to
remedy that cruel oversight for the vast numbers of rural women who worked
the land in the many and varied agrarian regions of the United States.
Jensen, an associate professor of history at New Mexico State University at Las
Cruces, conducted her search for farm women's documents, interviews, poetry,
fiction, and songs as part of a project sponsored by the Feminist Press. Her energy
and diligence in seeking out elusive material has resulted in a comprehensive
anthology documenting the lives and thoughts of Native American, black, immigrant, southern, western, and northeastern women. Each section is accompanied by an essay that provides a setting and context for the documents. The
concluding section is a series of historical photographs of women during the
Depression that heavily features the work of Dorothea Lange and Marion Post
Wolcott.
Thomas, coauthor of Country Women, a guide for aspiring farmers, derived her
original inspiration from the work of Dorothea Lange. After studying Lange's
photographs ofAmerican country women, she decided to set off across the United
States on what turned out to be a seventeen-thousand-mile odyssey interviewing
farm women of many ethnic origins, races, and regions. Space limitations have
allowed her to present only twelve of those women's interviews, but that scant
dozen have an unexpected impact largely due to Thomas's meticulous transcriptions of dialect and even cadence. She has added only a brief biographical introduction to each piece.
The inspiration that Jensen and Thomas drew from Dorothea Lange for their
approach to farm women is not the only characteristic they share. Both are farm
women themselves. Jensen left teaching for a few years in order to learn to plow,
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raise animals, cook on a wood stove, spin and weave on a Colorado farm, while
Thomas is a successful sheep rancher on the California coast. Perhaps Jensen's
and Thomas's roles as farmers help explain the great sensitivity that both evidence
in their treatment of other rural women.
Certainly both books are marked by a celebration of the tremendous achievements of farm women, often in the face of great obstacles and hardships. And,
most significantly of all, both books are dedicated to the proposition that the lives
and source materials of those women who worked the land in America are worthy
of collection, preservation, and study.

University of Northern Iowa

GLENDA RILEY

THE IMPACT OF INTIMACY: MEXICAN-ANGLO INTERMARRIAGE IN NEW MEXICO, 18211846. By Rebecca McDowell Craver. Southwestern Studies Monograph No.
66. EI Paso: Texas Western Press of the University of Texas at EI Paso, 1982.
Pp. 80. lIlus., notes, bibliog., appendixes. $4.00 paper.
WITH PUBLICATION OF Rebecca Craver's The Impact of Intimacy, Texas Western
Press continues its record of publishing impressive and important monographs
concerning the history of the Southwest. In forty-eight pages of text, the author
examines the phenomenon of Mexican-Anglo intermarriage in northern New Mexico during the twenty-five years preceding American conquest. Craver emphasizes
in the introduction the lack of historical studies on intermarriage in the Spanish
Borderlands, a topic most historians have overlooked. ~
She focuses her study on Rio Arriba, particularly Taos and Santa Fe, 'where a
high incidence of intennarriage occurred between Anglo men and Hispanic women
in the years immediately following Mexican independence. In this slim monograph, Craver asks and attempts to answer several important and provocative
questions. She begins by questioning the validity of historical literature that
. depicts the relationship between local Hispanos and Anglo immigrants as one of
mutual suspicion, even hostility. If this description is accurate, she asks, why did
so many Hispanic women marry Anglo men? Craver believes that the alleged
animosity existing between the two ethnic groups has been exaggerated and that
intermarriage in fact testifies to the existing amicable relations.
Craver speculates that Hispanic women married Anglo men for a variety of
reasons: physical attraction, willingness to accept people of different race and
culture, and economic and social benefits. Anglo males who intermarried did so
for parallel reasons: physical attrat;tion, political and financial gains, legal advantages (marriage to a native Hispano facilitated gaining citizenship that legalized
trapping and trading activities), and aid in acquiring Mexican land grants.
Anglo men who married Hispanic women prior to 1846 adopted much of Hispanic culture and were in fact absorbed into Hispanic society, but the author
notes that intermarriage initiated a reciprocal process of acculturation. Hispanos
became somewhat Americanized, and Americans became Hispanicized. The chil-
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dren of these marriages, however, established basic identity with the mother's
ethnic group, and with rare exception they married Hispanos. Although she singles
out three stressful episodes in which ethnic tensions were strong (1837, 1841,
. 1846), Craver maintains that the majority of Anglos who intermarried lived in
harmony with Hispanic neighbors and that amicable relations were the general
rule.
This is an attractive publication, well-researched and well-written, with a useful
bibliography and informative endnotes. It contains three appendixes listing Mexican-Anglo unions alphabetically by women's surnames, by men's surnames, and
church-sanctioned marriages by year. With each new study of intermarriage in
the Southwest, based on solid research in church and government records (as
Craver's is), our perception of ethnic relations will sharpen and our understanding
of the assimilation process expand.

New Mexico State University

DARLIS A. MILLER

AGAINST ALL ODDS: THE FEMINIST MOVEMENT IN MEXICO TO 1940. By Anna Macias. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1982. Pp. xv, 195. Notes, bibliographical essay, index. $27.50.
THE STEREOTYPICAL PASSIVE, submissive Mexican woman who is unable and unwilling to organize to defend her civil rights adorns the pages of the popular and
academic literature. Thoroughly dominated by an authoritarian church and a
particularly virulent brand of Mexican machismo, the mujer mexicana has presumably been incapable of organizing a politically active women's movement.
Against All Odlh contradicts this popular belief by chronicling the evolution of
the Mexican feminist movement from 1890 to 1940. Synthesizing a host of often
hitherto unutilized documentary materials in order to "piece together lost, neglected, and forgotton history," Macias demonstrates that thousands of women
struggled against and overcame seemingly insurmountable obstacles to win their
rightful place in Mexican society.
.
Mexico's feminist movement dates back to the seventeenth century, when Sor
Juana Ines de la Cruz denounced the sexual double standard and advocated
women's rights to education. Her dream was not realized until the latter nineteenth century, however, when the availability of public schooling for girls produced a small class of educated, professional women who banded together to form
an incipient feminist movement. By inculcating socialist ideals compatible with
feminist goals, the Revolution of 1910 wooed many women away from the antifeminist ideology of the church and into the arms of the women's movement. Yet
the opposition of many conservative women to the Revolution's anticlericalism
reinforced most Revolutionary leaders' convictions that women were politically
reactiunary. An exception to this rule was Salvador Alvarado, the visionary socialist
governor of Yucatan whose sincere commitment to women's rights led him to
institute various political reforms and to cooperate with Yucatan's active feminist
organizations to sponsor Mexico's first feminist congresses in 1916.
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Despite internal conflicts and a lack of sustained leadership, the movement
gained momentum during the 1920s and 1930s, as women became increasingly
vocal in their demands for electoral equality. By 1939. it appeared as though
women's efforts would be successful. A female suffrage amendment was proposed
by President Cardenas, approved by congress, and ratified by the states--only
to be pigeonholed by congress, presumably to prevent women from supporting
the right-wing candidate in the upcoming presidential election. Although women
finally received full electoral rights in 1958, this achievement was a belated and
anticlimactic victory for the 1930s feminists.
Macias's informative analysis offers certain lessons for present-day feminists.
The advocacy of political leaders such as Alvarado, Carillo Puerto, and Cardenas
was a blessing and a bane for the women's movement. While feminists understandably welcomed such support against the hostile, machismo-dominated climate of early twentieth-century Mexico, they often found themselves manipulated,
or their cause sacrificed, in order to further political careers or nonfeminist goals.
The top-down mobilization of women in Yucatan and elsewhere may account for
the movement's lack of ongoing female leadership and may have contributed to
its fractionalization. Clearly, the ideological dissensus and personal discord between moderate and radical Jeminists impaired the cohesive organization essential
to a strong and effective social movement. Perhaps a more unified front could
have prevailed against congress's betrayal of the feminist cause in 1939.
Why did congress abruptly reverse its position on female suffrage? Macias's
explanation-that the Feminine Idealist Party's support for the rightist Almazan.
rekindled congressional suspicions ofwomen's political conservatism-is somehow
unsatisfYing. Supportive evidence concerning the size, composition, and activities
of the Feminine Idealist Party would help buttress Macias's argument. Yet one
suspects that this explanation may be as much an ex post facto rationalization as
"the decisive factor" (p. 144) underlying congress's actions. Further research around
this complex yet critical issue should address such questions as the depth and
pervasiveness of public resistance to women's electoral equality, the political
alignments among feminists and politicians, and the position of working class
women vis-a-vis feminism and women's suffrage. Clearly in order is a sequel to
Macias's book that documents the development of Mexican feminism from 1940
to the present and specifies those factors that intervened between 1940 and 1958
to enfranchise Mexican women.
University of New Mexico

SUSAN TIANO

DOROTHEA LANGE AND THE DOCUMENTARY TRADITION. By Karin Becker Ohm.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1980. Pp. xvi, 277. lIlus., notes,
bibliog., index. $27.50.
KAREN OHRN'S STUDY OF Dorothea Lange is aptly titled as it is as much about the
tradition of American documentary photography as about Lange and her work.
As Ohm says, she is not writing a biography, but is reconstructing Lange's life
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based on interpretations of her words and photographs. Important to such a
"reconstruction" is an understanding of the cultural and artistic climate in which
Lange worked.
Initial chapters describe Lange's childhood fascination with "visual representation of all kinds" (p. 3), her early decision to become a photographer, and her
operation of a portrait studio in San Francisco in the mid-1920s. Middle chapters
follow a pattern: first describing the development of the documentary tradition
then analyzing Lange's participation in that tradition. The concluding chapters
critique her final work on the family and provide a summary review of the significance of her work. Lange's reputation is as a documentary photographer of
the Depression, and Ohm provides a clear overview of the development of the
documentary tradition out of the need to record and understand the effects of
the Depression on America. While such an overview does put Lange's work in
historical perspective and helps explain her development (particularly for the lay
reader), Dorothea Lange is sometimes lost as a focus. A little less background on
the bureaucracy of the Farm Security Administration's Historical Section and more
on Lange's life during this period would have been welcome.
The best sections of the book are those in which Ohm provides analyses of the
distinctions between Lange's work and that of colleagues such as Imogen Cunningham, Paul Strand, Ansel Adams, W. Eugene Smith, and Margaret BourkeWhite. Her critique of the differences between Lange's and Adams's photographs
of the "relocation" of Japanese-Americans to detention camps during World War
II is convincing and thoroughly supported by the photographs reproduced in the
text. Further, such critical work informs not only our understanding of Dorothea
Lange's approach to documentary photography, but also enriches our grasp of the
subtle distinctions to be made between photographic "documents."
Ohm is also sensitive to the fact that Lange's work as an artist was affected in
various ways by her life as a woman. Ohm reports Lange's lifelong concern that
her role as wife and mother interfered with her artistic concentration. During
her marriage to Maynard Dixon, the painter, Lange ran a portrait studio, after
the time when doing portraits provided her a satisfying creative outlet, in order
to allow Dixon to pursue freely his own art. Lange recognized the problems, and
wanted, at the end of her life, just one year during which she could focus totally
on her work. On the other hand, she found great comfort in her domestic role,
ending her career photographing the intimacies of family life. Ohm handles this
underlying ambivalence with understanding and sympathy. Her presentation of
this aspect of Lange's life adds not only to our understanding of Lange's creative
output but also to our broader concern for the difficulties all creative women face.
Dorothea Lange and the Documentary Tradition offers information and insight
into the reasons Dorothea Lange took the photographs she did. The book also
provides some rationale for the popularity of Lange's Depression work and lack
of interest in her more intilnate documentation of her family. Ohm does Lange
a great service in providing serious analysis of this later work on the family, for
Lange's critical reputation rests too exclusively on her FSA photographs. Examples
of Lange's photography are used quite effectively throughout the text, but these
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later photographs, completed late in her life and rarely reprinted, are a valuable
addition to an excellent text.

University of New Mexico

VERA L. NORWOOD

THE AMBIDEXTROUS HISTORIAN: HISTORICAL WRITERS AND WRITING IN THE AMERICAN WEST. By C. L. Sonnichsen. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1981. Pp. 120. Notes, bibliog., index. $9.95.
"WHY," ASKS C. L. SONNICHSEN, "are there so many bright young faces in the
graduate seminar and so few bright old faces at the history conventions?" Well,
Sonnichsen himself is still smiling in his eightieth year, and if you are one of
those who are overburdened with the angst, identity crisis, guilty conscience, or
general insecurity that characterize so much of academic history, this book could
get you smiling again, too. It is brim full of inspiration and practical advice for
members of an informal association he calls the "OHM"-the Order of Minor
Historians-that consists primarily of nonacademic historians, some with professional training and degrees but most without, who write local history.
There is balm, for example, for authors of rejected manuscripts, and plenty of
straight talk about what it takes to get published. There is advice on what kinds
of sources to use and where to find them. And there is advice on writing, in which
he exhorts us to shun technical jargon and to let the humor and color of our
sources, as well as our own enthusiasm, show through. All of this is backed up,
of course, by Sonnichsen's record as a prolific writer, a bibliography that exhibits
some of the most tireless research and graceful writing i~ western historiography.
Few will agree that academic history is in as bad shape as Sonnichsen says it
is, or that local history is as well off as he thinks. There IS a deep undercurrent
of populism in Sonnichsen's thought, a populism that, while it leads him to some
fine insights, veers perilously close at times to anti-intellectualism. Sonnichsen
clearly scores his points in his attacks on academia's false intellectualism, and one
hopes that he intends nothing more.
Among many meritorious essays collected in this volume, one especially, called
"Victims of Time: American Pioneers and the Western Historian," deserves wide
circulation and discussion. After sketching the various historiographical interpretations of the western pioneer, which have portrayed him as either the agent of
Manifest Destiny and higher civilization or the despoiler of natural resources who
cheated, supplanted, and eradicated the original inhabitants, Sonnichsen expresses impatience with both views. As an alternative, he p~oposes a moderate
interpretation of the pioneer as generally a decent sort, hardworking and humane,
who was obviously limited, as all people are to some degree, by his cultural and
intellectual environment. It is a tightly reasoned and mature position and ought
to be taken into account in future studies.
Several of the essays have been published previously. My favorite is a reprint
from the Wilson Library Bulletin called "Dracula in the Stacks," a tribute to the
long-suffering reference staff in the library of the Arizona Historical Society. The
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chapter is basically an anthology of naive or unfairly demanding requests for
research that show up almost daily in the mail, forcing the staff to divert time
from more reasonable and important projects and draining the blood of an already
none too generously endowed institution. Correspondents range from the little
old lady (known in the trade as the "L. O. L.") doing genealogical research to
graduate students and university professors who should, one would think, know
better. "Dracula in the Stacks" is only a beginning, although a fine one, in the
larger task of enumerating the woes of state historical societies today, and one
hopes that S6nnichsen or someone like him will pour a little more acid in his
inkwell and continue what he has begun. An appropriate next step might be called
"Dracula in the State Legislature."

Utah State Historical Society

GARY TOPPING

A SPANISH FRONTIER IN THE ENLIGHTENED AGE: FRANCISCAN BEGINNINGS IN SONORAANDARIZONA, 1767-1770. By Kiernan McCarty, O.F.M. Washington, D.C.:
Academy of American Franciscan History, 1981. Pp. xiii, 116. illus., notes,
bibliog., index. $20.00.
FATHER MCCARTY'S MONOGRAPH is a part of the American Franciscan History
Series. This volume is marked by the straightforward style and extensive research
in Spanish archival sources characteristic of other offerings in this important collection. In his foreword the author relates that the work is to be considered a
companion piece to John L. Kessell's Friars, Soldiers, and Reformers: Hispanic
Arizona and the Sonora Mission Frontier, 1767-1856 (University ofArizona Press,
1976). He states that this was the deliberate intent of both authors. This short
piece is represented as being an in-depth analysis of the three-and-one-half years
following Jesuit expulsion.
Father McCarty's narrative reveals what transpired after the announcement of
the Jesuit expulsion from Spanish mission fields. The heart of his presentation,
however, is his discussion of the politics surrounding the replacement of Jesuits
in Sonora.
He concentrates on the struggle between secular clergy, represented by Bishop
Tamar6n, and the Franciscans to gain viceregal approval for occupation of the
area. A compromise was finally reached whereby the southern and most lucrative
missions were given to secular clerical administration, meaning more receipts for
governmental coffers, and the Franciscans were alloted the missions of the northern frontier area of the province. Another interesting situation developed after
this settlement when a struggle arose over which Franciscan college was to supply
missionaries.
Visitador General Galvez's attempts at reform resulted in a division of mission
administration between the missionary, for the spiritual; and a civil commissioner,
for the lands and livestock. This state of affairs almost spelled disaster for the
mission system. As a result of Galvez's first-hand observation of the havoc that
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this change wreaked on the missions and his hearing the pleas from the missionaries, he decreed at the end of his tour a return to the previous system of entire
administration of each mission in the hands of the missionary.
The author presents some candid and interesting views of activities surrounding
the replacement of the Jesuits in the Sonoran missions. The restrictions of a
monograph may have led in some instances to a lack of clarity. In the first chapter
Father McCarty states that: "The Queretaro college was perhaps in a better
position than any of the other colleges to help in the replacement operation.
Father Arricivita, chronicler of the Queretaro college, reminds us that the college
had given up the Lipan Apache missions in Texas just before it was called upon
to accept the Sonora field" (p. 8). However, Fr. Arricivita's account further explains
that the Queretarans were reluctant to abandon their Texas field for that of Sonora
and that only when pressure from the viceroy, coupled with assurances the Texas
missions would be in the capable hands of the Zacatecans, did they acquiesce.
Formal transfer ofthe Texas missions did not come until 1772, several years beyond
the scope of this· study.. Therefore, the author should have further clarified the
circumstances under which the Queretarans came to Sonora. Also, more discussion
is needed to put these events in Sonora into perspective with the reform policies
of Carlos III in New Spain.

Albuquerque

ROSALIND Z. ROCK

SPANISH SCIENTISTS IN THE NEW WORLD: THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY EXPEDITIONS. By Iris H. W. Engstrand. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1981.
Pp. xiv, 220. Illus., appendixes, bibliog., index, notes. $25.00.
IRIS ENGSTRAND, PROFESSOR OF HISTORY at the University of San Diego and best
known, to this reader at least, for her scholarly translation ofJose Mariano Mozino's
Noticias de Nutka (University of Washington Press, 1970), has expanded her focus
from Mozino's work at Nootka on the west coast of Vancouver Island to a study
of the Spanish scientists who accompanied the two major Spanish scientific expeditions of the late eighteenth century: the Royal Scientific Expedition to New
Spain and the Malaspina Expedition.
Engstrand is at one with her topic and writes well. Her reader soon discovers
that the value of this handsomely bound and amply illustrated volume lies in the
wealth of information it contains-information that she has extracted from archival
sources in Mexico, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Spain. She describes in detail the work of the botanists and naturalists of the 1785-1800 Royal
Scientific Expedition who, under the direction of Martin de Sesse, epitomized
the spirit of the Enlightenment by seeking an understanding of nature through
the collection, examination, and classification ofthe flora and fauna of Puerto Rico
and Cuba, Central America, and the west coast of North America. In a similar
fashion, she examines the accomplishments of the globe-circling Malaspina expedition (1789-94), which visited South and Central America, the west coast of
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North America, the Philippines, and South Pacific. The spirit ofthe Enlightenment
stressed realism, and the work of illustrators such as Cardero, de Suria, Echeverria, and others reproduced in this book, reveals that penchant for accuracy and
natural beauty. The author and the University of Washington Press are to be
commended for the selection and beautiful reproduction of the five color plates
as well as the faithful reproduction of more than forty black and white illustrations
and engravings that grace the book. In addition to illustrations, the volume is
further complemented by the inclusion of five maps, one ofwhich is a reproduction
of what appears to be a contemporary drawing tracing the route ofAntonio Pineda
y Ramirez from Acapulco to Mexico City (p. 78).
The weaknesses of the book are minor when compared to its strengths but
curiously seem to result from that strength, i.e. the wealth of information in the
book. Faced with such detail, author Engstrand has fallen into the common trap
of including in her text minutiae that might better have been located in footnotes.
One brief example will suffice: Antonio Pineda y Ramirez, a first lieutenant in
the Royal Spanish Army whose hobbies included natural history, was appointed
to the Malaspina expedition and, as head of the scientific detachment in Mexico,
journeyed in 1791 from Acapulco to Mexico City. In her account of the Pineda
expedition (Chapter 6) the author includes within her text much of Pineda's
detailed findings regarding social customs, dress, activities, and conventions of
the pueblos visited. Perhaps a greater degree of paraphrasing coupled with presentation of this detail in footnotes would have better served Engstrand's reader.
Furthermore, while an individual's thoughts or words may often convey a more
accurate, complete, or colorful image than a paraphrased reproduction-and this
doubtless would be the author's argument for inclusion-the overuse of brief
quotations, a phrase or two in length ("given to drunkeness," p. 85; "captured
interpreters," p. 137) add little and often constitute a minor annoyance. As Professor Engstrand lacks no skill with the pen, I fail to see the need for the frequent
use of quotations such as those cited above. Nevertheless, these criticisms are
minor and are far offset by the book's strengths. Engstrand's impressive bibliography is testament to her solid, scholarly research. This research has resulted
in a valuable addition that will be of interest to historians, ethnologists, and the
general reader.

Provincial Archives of British Columbia
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